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By Christine LoManto
Editor-in -chief
Since the beginnin g of
time, man has dreamt of
success. Without his dreams,
he was lifeless. Dreams
offered him a chance to
better his environm ent, to
fulfill a void in his life. One
of man's dreams has always
been to soar with the eagles,
and here at Embry-R iddle
Aeronau tical Universi ty
students are attempti ng to
fulfill that dream.
The year started off with
1492 new students entering
the Universi ty's embraci ng
arms, only to find out that
the path to their dreams
would involve hard work
and dedicatio n.
Division s of the Universi ty
tried to expand the social

environm ent of the students
by sponsori ng several
events, includin g
Homeco ming festivitie s and
the first ever Universi ty
wide Pep Rally, complet e
with a bonfire and
cheerlea ders. These events
offered the students a
chance to relax after the
many h ours spent preparing
for exam s and classes.
As many students h ave

Photo by Luis Perez
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found out, the road to
su ccess and fulfillme nt is
not always easy, and not
always pa ved with gold.
To fulfill their dreams,
students mu st be
dedicate d, ready to work
as they have never workec
b efore, and willing to
make sacrifices. Students
of Embry-R iddle have
found out that sacrifices
are a way of life.

Photo by Luis Perez

Photo by Luis Perez
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by Daren Wradislavsky
Phoen ix Repo rter
Incom ing freshm en, as well as return ing students, had the oppo rtunit y to explore new activities with the semi- annua l 'Activities Fair'. The
Fair allow ed over 60 organ izatio ns to solicit new
memb ers while helpi ng new stude nts get involve d as well as find new friend s and activities
to partic ipate in.
Durin g this action filled day, vario us club and
organ izatio n repre senta tives packe d the Flight
Deck of the John Paul Riddle Stude nt Cente r to
inform prosp ective memb ers on the activities of
their specific clubs. The Activities Fair coinc ided
with the semes terly Greek Rush Week, so students also had the oppo rtunit y to learn abou t the
differ ent fraternities, and sorority, and possi bly

becom e a pledg e to them .
Durin g this year's event s, differ ent group s
also arran ged demo nstra tions to prom ote
thems elves . The Skyd iving Club had three of
its memb ers execu te a jump and land on the
field to the west of the Stude nt Cente r. The
Aeros pace Socie ty and the Mode l Airpl ane
Club show ed movi es, and relate d items that
perta ined to their organ izatio n's activities.
Activities Fair is spons ored by Stude nt Activities, and the 89-90 them e: Monopoly . The
them e allow ed for stude nts to receive $20 in
play mone y from each club in which they
show ed an intere st. After receiv ing a minimum of $100 , their name was enter ed into a
draw ing for a varie ty of givea way prizes donated by local merc hants .

With their winning smiles, Steve Scavitto, Greg
Zimmer man, Dan Barone, and another AAS member try to recruit new membe rs for Arnold Air
Society.

•
GILL ROBB UILSO t
SCU f. DRON
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Scott Klueber gets information about Lambda Chi Alpha from Joh n
" Howdie" Dodds at their table during Rush week.

Photo by John Palmeri

Derek Berquist and Lee Lahti attempt to attract new members for the
Association for Computing Machinery
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Volleyball was one of the few events in which Delta Chi didn 't place
first, losing that spot to Lambda Chi Alpha.

Photo courtesy of Sigma Chi

The tug-of-war is one of the most strenuous events in Greek Week, as shown by Sigma
Chi.
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by Jenny Drake
Greeks Coordinator
To the fraternities and the sorority, Greek
~:ek means a fun-filled week of competition. Greek Week also provides one of the
few chances for the various fraternities to do
things together.
The IFC (Inter-fraternity Council) sponsored the events. They planned the schedules, provided the equipment, judged the
competitions, and made sure everything ran
smoothly.
This year the Maze Race at Castle Adventure was introduced and was the only
event held off campus.
In addition to the events, comradery was

promoted during social events. On Saturday,
October 14th, Sigma Chi was host to all of the
Greeks by providing use of their house for the
annual Toga Party. Each fraternity provided
their own refreshments and helped clean up
afterwards. After being post poned due to rain,
Kokomo' s promotion 'Meet the Greeks Night'
was finally held the last day of competition.
After all the events were played and the
scores were tallied, Delta Chi, who took first
place in the Chariot Race, the Maze Race, the
Pyramid, the swimming competition, and Dizzy Bat, took first place overall, the results
showed that Delta Chi has won Greek Week
for half a decade!

Photo courtesy of Delta Chi

The winners of Greek Week for the fift h consecutive year, Delta Chi si t in, on, and around t heir bus decorated in honor of t heir
achievem ent.
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by John Palmeri
Pnoenix Reporter

Duri ng fall orien tation , the stude nts who had enby
t~red new, or retur ned early were enter taine d
different forms of nigh t activities. One of the most
popu lar enter tainm ent attrac tions was the appe arance of com edia n/hy pnot ist Tom DeL uca. A
"vete ran" of ERAU perfo rman ces, Delu ca stopp ed
by ERAU to enter tain and amaz e stude nts with his
hum or and skill in the art of hypn osis. Over 2000
stude nts crow ded the J.P.Riddle Stud ent Cent er for
the special even t.
Deluca bega n his show with a half hour stand -up
comedy routi ne and slide show . Afte rwar ds, he selected a group. of volun teers from the audie nce to be
taken unde r his powe rs of hypn osis. Delu ca used his
powe rs of hypn osis to cause the volu nteer s to beliv e

Deluca transfo rms ERAU
studen ts into an alien who
speaks nonsense, and another into a t ranslat er
who unders tands it.

that they we getti ng hotte r and colder, causing
them to remo ve artic les of their clothing, or to
shive r. One of the volu nteer s was convinced
that she was an alien from Pluto , and another
was her trans later . The two stude nts carried on
a conv ersat ion in an unus ual langu age which
they belie ved to be from Pluto . Deluca managed to mak e the stud ents belie ve that they
wer~ nake d in fron t of the audie nce. Another
stun t was to reve rt the volu nteer s back to their
child hood . Delu ca also caus ed the volunteers
to expe rienc e seve ral othe r hypn otic fantasies.
In the end, no one was hurt and everyone
had fun, inclu ding the grou p of ERAU volunte ers that coul dn't reme mbe r wha t had happene d!

Photo by Chris Nicho ls

These two studen ts think
they 're the greates t dancers in the world , and try
to prove it with some
dirty dancin g.
Photo by Ch ris Nicho
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by Eric Soto
Phoenix Reporter

Photo by Eric Crawford

community, and also shared
diverse heritages. These people
were able to try the various
October 14, marked
types of Internation al Cuisine
International Day '89. Students served . Items such as Bulgo Gi
from over fifteen countries and (Korean Steak) and Bandung
Puerto Rico represented their
(Singapore drink) were enjoyed
homes in the Student Center. It by most.
was a day in which students
Although ony 359 of
worked together to help create ERAU's 5240 total students are
closer bonds between the
foreign, they represent more
students of these foreign lands. than 80 different countries.
According to Judith Assad,
Many of them left homes far
director of International
away to come here to further
Student Services, over 1000
their education. The dedication
people attended the annual
of these foreign students is
event. The people who
inspiring.
attended the festivities were
from the SUITOUnding

A local visiter anxiously awaits a taste of Emad Kabli 's cuisine from Saudi Arabia.

Photo by Eric Crawford

A mri Maris gives ERAU a t aste of Malaysian music.

Seng Cheng, an alumni, serves up a taste
of Singapore.
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When there is a will there is
a way! Let us not forget the
aggressive nature of a college
student . With the increas ing
admiss ion of flying student s to
the univers ity we take for
granted that our health is well
enough to get us into a flying
career or is it?
Flying positions do have
stringe nt policies and
regulat ions concern ing
person al health that many of
us are not aware of. For
example, Delta Airlines will
only accept pilots who have
20 /20 uncorre cted vision. The
US Air Force has the same
policy. Though this is not the
norm, regiona l nationa l and
major carriers will allow

toleran ces of 20 / 40 to 20 /70
vision. But is this enough ? What
about studen ts who have vision
that doesn't meet these
require ments, is there any thing
they can do? The answer is YES.
Recent technol ogical
develo pments for eye sight has
brough t us Orthok erantol ogy.
Ortho-K reshap es your eye by
using contact lenses. Throug h an
investm ent of time and money ,
your vision can slowly improv e
to well within toleran ce for a
flying career. For many studen ts
who once though t it was
imposs ible to have a flying career
due to their vision can now
reconsi der making their dreams
possible by having this eye
therapy .

Top Right: Rowland McClella n picks up informat ion on the
Ortho-K procedur e.

Photo by Eric Crawford

Making sure he doesn't miss a word, an ERAU student tapes the speech.
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Photo by Eric Crawford

Dr. Leornard lndinane r

·
o .D. gives
an eye examina tion to Lee Louderm ilk.

by Catherine Stewart
Phoenix Reporter

Photo by Bill Tockeu

Top: These two student firemen quench their thirst with 50 cent beers.

Hallowee n, Oct. 31st, Dorm I put together a
couple of days of hard work, active imaginati ons
and fun to form its second annual haunted house.
The purpose was to provide the kids in the
communi ty a safe place to trick or treat. Everyone
gets excited and wants their hall to be the best;
therefore, the competiti on to decorate the halls is
strong. The ideas range from tunnels to circuses.
One of the most original was the Black Hole in 1st
North. The tunnel (Black Hole) was created by
using matresses, personal rooms, and sound effects.
1st West created New York City and Smurf Village.
Other decorated halls included cemeteries,
Christma s scenes, a runway, a sewer, and a horror
wing. Tim Rupe said "I coordinat ed this year's
haunted house by sending letters out to the
communi ty and staff here at Embry-Riddle; this
year's haunted house was a success!"

Photo by Bill Tocketl

Lead singer and bass guitarist of "The Walls Have Eyes" play for the crowd at
the Halloween Party.

l'hoto by Bill Tackett

Ri ght : The Joker takes a brake from Batman and visits
ERAU in his favorite toga.
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by Eric Soto
Phoenix Reporter
Practically every college student
has experienced the enlightened
activity of living in the dorms at
one particular time or another. But
for the most part, it is housing for
incoming freshmen. Campus housing is a good way to meet new
friends, and it is a relatively trouble
free place to live in. On the negative side, you are forced to live by
many different rules and you are
sometimes treated like children.
This is the main reason that so
many students, but not all, decide
to leave college housing after their

first year.
This also poses a very serious
question, " Why do so many students stay after their first year?"
The general consensus is that campus housing is just an easier living
arrangement . Many people are
willing to sacrifice a little freedom
and privacy for a clean bathroom
and rug. Others, just enjoy the convenience of being so close to class,
and not having to find a parking
space. Like most things in life, the
value of living on campus vanes
from person to person.

Dorm I residents enjoy Amer ica's m ost popular past-tim e, M o nday Night Football .
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Photo b y John Palme<

Photo by J oh n Pa lme ri

Two friends watch while Tracey Fish blows bubbles from the second floor of
Dorm II.

Photo b y John Palmeri

Pet er Mack enjoys the sunshine while doing his
ho mework with "Monty", his Burmese Python.
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Many students have tried but only
few have made it. Taking in around
200+ applications at a time with only
five positions available (somtimes less)
someone may ask why does anyone
become a Resident Advisor ("RA" for
short). Your hear people say look at the
disadvantag e in holding such a position: You have to deal with problem
children learning about their freedom
and sex, you have to live in EmbyRiddle housing and your always expected to be the best to set the example
all the time. Who needs this head
ache? This is a familar comment made
from people who didn't make it. Talk
to an "RA" and listen to what they
have to say. Momentarily speaking,

not having to pay for rent and utilities and receiving a small check
every two weeks is great. An "RA"
makes great future business contacts
within the faculty and staff. Getting
your own private room is also part of
the package. And if you like to meet
a lot of people and make friends, this
job is for you! Truthfully, an RA
doesn' t set the position very easily.
The person must hold a 2.5+ GP A,
live on housing for two semesters,
go through three interviews, write
essays, get recommend ations, and
when that's all over, you cross your
fingers and toes! But when its all
over and you finally made it, doesn't
this sound like a great deal!
Photo by John Palmeri

Resident Advisor Brent Carter.

RESIDENT ADVISO

Phot o by John Palmeri

Resident Advisors Melissa Esteves and Dave Carpenter
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Resid ent Advis or Brent
Carte r holds a wing picnic
for his reside nts.

Photo by J ohn Palmeri

Photo by John Palmeri

An ERAU studen t passes her time stud y ing in the
Dorm s.
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Wha t do most Embry-Riddle
stud ents do with their time
when they aren 't stud ying or
stuck in classes? Som e get smar t
and vacate the premisis on the
week end to take adva ntag e of
some R&R in the suns hine state.
Those who are here durin g the
week or on the week end mak e
use of the man y diffe rent recreational facilities on camp us.
Thou gh 3 / 4 of these facilities
are mostly outd oors, moth er nature does n't norm aly pose to be
a threat. We have such beau tiful
weat her in Dayt ona Beach, we
migh t as well take adva ntag e of
it. From work ing on a tan by the
pool side, to work ing up a swea t
on the bask etba ll and tenn is
courts ERAU stud ents who stay
on cam pus man age to keep

busy . Whe n the weat her does n' t
coop erate day to day, we can always use the indo or raqu etba ll
cour ts or the new ly expa nded
weig ht room . Betw een class es,
mos t stud ents find use of the
loun ges and cafet eria to talk with
frien ds or test their skills on one of
fifteen arca de gam es loca ted in the
Land ing Strip . Rega rdles s of how
we slow dow n, we can alwa ys
take some time away to relax and
not lose our pers pect ive on why
we come here .

J

Photo by J ohn Palmer i

Delta Chi's Dan Steffl er and "Rutg er"
watch the Keg toss during Greek Week .
Ron Rober tson, Mike Gomm , and Val
Joy enjoy the beaut iful weath er during
the Hom ecom ing Conce rt.

Pho to by John Palme

ERAU stude nts take advan tage of
the Friday night attitud e adjust ments to relax and plan what to do
with the rest of their night.

Photo by John Pair"·
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HOMECOMING: AN UPLIFTING
EXPERIENCE

Chip Zodrow and Derek Seys have their hands full
filling Chip's balloon during the Homecoming festivities.

UP
UP
AN D
AW AY
By Andre Maye
Phoenix Reporter
On Friday, November 10, it was a beautiful sunny day in
Daytona Beach. In the front of the University Center Chip
Zodrow brought his hot air balloon to show students what is
involved in setting up an air balloon and later gave rides. Chip
has been doing this with his family for fourteen years. He
personally offered to do this as part of the homecoming
festivities. Due to airport restrictions, Chip had to tie down his
balloon to several vehicl~s to prevent the balloon from rising
too high above the ground. Starting time to set up the balloon
was 11:00 A.M. Chip, with the help of several assistants, was
working very hard to get the balloon off the ground. Inside
the gondola were four propane fuel tanks, gauges for altitude
and rate of climb, and a fire extinguisher . The gondola can
hold from 3 to 4 people. The balloon costs approximate ly
$25,000 and holds 77,000 cubic feet of air. Chip has gone as
high as 16,000 feet above the ground. The current record for
hot air balloons is 69 ,000 feet. The balloon is filled with the
aid of a gas powered fan and hot flame that can be felt about
15 feet away. At about 11:25 A.M., Chip was filling the
balloon with hot air. Only 2 minutes pass before the balloon is
in the vertical, taking Chip above the ground. In less than 30
minutes Chip was taking p assengers!
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A crowd forms at ERAU in anticipation of the Concert. Right: Students seem less
enthusiastic.
Below: Enthusiasm and excitement tak e over the mass of people near the stage.
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Space Van comes to ERA U
by Andre Ma ye
Phoenix Reporter
On Tuesday, November 7, 1989, to Thursday, November 9, 1989, the National Aeronautical and Space Administratio n brought
their mobile static display van to Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University. Displays covered a
variety of aeronautical history. The first in
NASA aeronautics showed different instrumentation that was used in the beginning of
NASA. Other displays covered Lightning,
Storm Hazard Research, Wingtip Vorticies, Icing, Stall and Spins, Heavy Rain, Crash Dynamic Testing, Enhanced Safety with TCAS II.
Also covered in the static display were subjects
including Energy Efficiency, Laminar Flow

Control, Supercritical Airfoi l, Rotor Systems Re
search Aircraft, Propfan Technology, Improved
Passenger Comfort and Convenience, Environ ment and Compatability, Nationa l Security, Engine
Thrust Vector Nozzle, and the Flutter Tunnel. Aircraft models included the C-17, F-8, F-111, XV-15
X-29A, High Speed Civi l Transport, Quiet Shor;
Haul Research, Scramjet, supersoni c, and transatmospheric, and finall y the Enhanced Metal
Structures for the NAS. Videos were also included:
Enconomic Well Being showed NASA employing
aeronautical research, Safety Testing and Wind
Tunnel showing stress test, flutter and turbulence.
The NASA Van is part of the Aims Research Center, Langley Research Center and the Louis Research Center.
A group or students await the appearance or REO
Speedwagon during the intermission or the Homecoming Concert s.
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Beam Me Up Scotty.

• •

by Roger Corzine
Student Life Coordinator
James Doohan came to Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University to help us celebrate Homecoming 1989. A president's reception was held for him early in the evening. Mr. Doohan is known to most people
as ''Scotty" from the TV series "Star Trek".
Be spoke to the students about his experiences working on the Star Trek set. A
short film was shown. The film was composed of clips from various back stage
events. After the film, the guest answered
questioi:s about th~ series, the movies, and
people involved with Star Trek. He didn't
have much to say about the new series,
''Star Trek: The Next Generation". Mr.
ooohan has been here before and hopefully he will visit ERAU again.

Top Right: James Doohan ~ntertained a UC filled crowd of Riddle
students during Homecoming 1989.

R. ht: A group of Embry-Riddle students casually socialize during
t~~ President's Reception for James Doohan before his UC
appearance.
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REO Speedwagon was the headline act at this Year's Homecoming.

R EO Spe edw ago n roc ks Rid dle
by Roger Corzine
Student Life Coordina tor
Tangier and REO Speedwa gon played a concert for
ERAU students during the Homeco ming Activities.
The concert was held on the soccer field. Over a
thousand students attended the event. Many clubs
promote d the concert by selling food and drinks to
students . Moreover, other clubs set up games for students. A carnival type atmosph ere gave the students a
shot of school spirit. The concert was the highligh t of
the day. Students loved Tangier, even though many
didn't know who they were. The band was new and
had just released their debut album. REO Speedwa gon
was welcome d by heavy appplaus e. The group played
many songs that were familiar. All in all, the day was a
success and somethin g everyone will remembe r.

Tangier was the opening act for Saturday's fes tivities.

Homecomi ng
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Coors Comedy Comandos
Riddle

take

Homecoming
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l;R!e~o~ed ing bac~~se~,<?wi!?!:n~:me:orie:

Student Life Coordinat or

An end must come to all good things, and so
an end must come to Homecom ing 1989. As
the sun sets over the flight line, ERAU will go
back to the same routine. Even though Home-
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for years to come. So as you read this, think back
to Homecom ing week. Remembe r all the activities you attended and the friends who were
with you. Are there any events you missed that
you wanted to attend? Remembe r not to miss
them next year.

O ri en ta ti on

by Daren Wradis lavsky
Phoeni x Produc tion Manag er

When ?1-ost of us think back to our first semest er at
Embry-Ridd.le, we remem ber many differe nt things.
Our memon es may range from some of the freshmen ~orro~ sto~es such as the long, five hour lines to
the Fmanc1al. Aid. and Cashie rs offices, to the all t 00
c0 mmon U mvers1ty Runar ound. Many of us had the
uncom fortabl e privile ge of having our parent s accompa ny us on our first week away from home.
Even though our parent s insiste d on follow ing us
every where, even when we were lost, there came a

ti ~~ w h en we got to get away from them. The time
w ich :'~ had been dreadin g was here, Orientation.
S~pnsmgly, the orienta tion leaders were just older
verswn s of. us, ~nd were actually friendly.
After bemg given a name card with an assigned
numbe r, we ventur ed to the group under the printed
numbe r. To make us feet at ease, the orientation
team had us play a variety of games from which we
learned more about the others in the group.
For a few more days, we completed several different activities as a group, and found friends in the
process.

Phoenix File Photo

at the 0 Team training, held at Camp Winona.
The trust fall perform ed by Babette Steimer is another team building activity done

O ri en ta ti on Team 89

by Orienta tion Team PR
Each year a select group of student s are trained to
serve as campus orienta tion leaders . The training takes
place on a retreat in Barberv ille called Camp Winona .
The students particip ate in many team buildin g activities
such as a fitness "rope course" where they get to know
and trust each other. Also during the training the leaders
are given a large amoun t o~ informa tion abo~t ER.f\U,
such as student service s availab le and academ ic pohc1es
and procedu res, so that they may conduc t session s encompas sing these areas w ith the new students.
This past year the " O Team " oriente d approxi mately
2400 new student s and many of their parents to the

Dayton a Beach campus . It was an enrichin g experie nce
for all involve d.
The ERAU student s serving as orientat ion leaders for
1989 were: Todd Anthon y, Gerald Benard, William Bessemer, Natalie Betz, Gene Brother ton, Bryan Collier, Lisa
Combs, Jennife r Cooper, Noel Davis, Carol Dean, Steven
Downa rd, Sean Gallagh er, Michae l Garrow, James Glass,
Curtis Harris, Christy Hofbau er, Jeff Hornya k, Murphy
Hyde, Robert Jalali, Christin a Keith, Mary Lemane k,
Christia n Lenway , Wayne McMas ters, Patrick Mack, Lori
Mathew s, Carmen Mendo za, Kirsten Parker, Angela
Rossma nn, Michael Rouse, Derrick Seys, Andrew Soares,
David Spaller, Babette Steimer .

Student Life
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'90 Spring Break Fever
By Christine LoManto
Phoenix Editor-in-Chief
Without a doubt, Spring
Break 1990 offered college
students more than the usual
sun, suds, and sex. During the
eight weeks that Spring Break
ravaged Daytona Beach, over
3,000 college students were
arrested for a variety of
violations, including open
containers on the beach, minor
consumption, minor
possession, driving while
~ntoxicated, and possession of
narcotics.
Despite the many arrests, the
Spring Breakers still seemed to
enjoy the festivities offered to
them . Concerts were given on
the beach and many national
companies offered promotional
Hems, so once again, Daytona
noved to be the best place for
)pring Break.

~t!
Photo by Ron Robt

Spring breakers enjoy a drive along
the beach in one of the many rented
buggys, while several other breakers
enjoy a different v iew of Daytona
Beach during Spring Break '90.

Pho to courtesy of Pleasure lsl1
One of Disney's night club hot spots Pleasure 1
1
the age of 18. Pleasure Island has a 'variety of~~~~· a tt~acfts a large number of college students, starting
g c u s or all ta stes and all for one low cover charge

1

18 Spring Break

Photo courtesy of Pleasure Island

Groups of people dance in one of the many
night clubs located on Pleasure Island a division of the Walt Disney Corporatio n. '

Photo by Ken Lucas

free concerts and promotion al items from
Daytona Beach was packed with large numbers of college students who were treated with
many different companie s from across the nation.

Spring Break
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Photo by Ken Lu

Many cars were
packe d far past
capac ity as they
were the id eal
mean s to see the
entir e beac h.
This prac tice,
thoug h frown ed
on by Beac h
Rang ers and Police, was very
popu lar durin g
sprin g break .

Photo by Doug Mt
A Dayto na Beac h Ranger drive s by the Marri ott
Hotel, whic h provi ded luxur ious hotel room s to
those Sprin g Breakers vi'
could afford it during the eight weeks of sprin g break
.

20 Spring Break

Spring Break R ev is ite d
By Daren Wradislavksky

Phoenix Production Manage r
As the sun began to cause
warmer and warmer tempera tures
in the young months of 1990, it
also seemed to cause fewer and
fewer students to attend classes.
Though the sun was not the total
blame, it was the root of the problem, by luring thousan ds of col-

lege spring breakers to the Daytona Beach area.
During the eight weeks long
event, college student s arrived
from all over the U.S., and Canada, to swim, sun, and party!
Many Embry- Riddle student s
found themsel ves at the local
night clubs instead of doing their
homewo rk, and on the beach instead of handing in the homewo rk

they never did.
Even though the school seemed
to vacate during these eight long
weeks, a few dedicate d students
resisted the call of the beach, and
the peer pressure, to remain behind, and ensure that they would
not be another "Spring Break Casualty".

Photo by Ken Lucas

College students from all over the nation stand in anticipatio n for one of the many free concerts that
took
place, on the beach, during the many weeks of spring break.

Spring Break 21

performances by teams such as
the Air Force Thunderbirds,
and the Eagles Aerobatic Team,
which have been performing
Alumni, students, faculty
together for 20 years.
and staff, and members of the
The crowds on March 31
surrounding community
were treated to demonstrations
flocked to the Daytona Beach
of
the capabilities of the F/ARegional Airport during the
18 Hornet, A V-8 Harrier, and
weekend of March 31-April 1,
the F-16 Falcon. Each aircraft
1990. These two days brought
demonstrated
their
over fifty different aircraft to
maneuverability, with the
Embry-Riddle for Daytona
Harrier displaying its hovering
Skyfest 1990.
capabilities.
The annual air show, coOn April 1, the crowds were
sponsored by Embry-Riddle
shown the capabilities of a BlAeronautical University and
the Daytona Beach Chamber of B Bomber as it performed
several fly-bys at various
Commerce, allowed for the
speeds, including Mach .99.
people attending the event to
watch different stunt
By Daren Wradislavsky
Academics Coordinator

The

Air

F o r c e
Thunderbirds fly in
formation
over the
enthusiastic crowd
during
Sky fes t

'90.

A FI A- 18 Hornet taxies back to "t
.
Photo by Bill Tackett
thrilling the crowd with a displa I s/.~sting place near the runway after
0 1
characteristics.
y
s maneuverability and slow flight

An AV 8 H

Photo by Bill Tac

·
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Photo by Bill Tai

awaitin~ thea;r~~ sits o~ t~e taxiway . of the Daytona Regional Airf
Skyfest festivities.when it will perform its hovering capabilities during
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Skyfest

The crew of the A-6
lntruger check over
the cockpit the day
before the Skyfest
festivities begin .

Photo by Bill Tackett

Enthusiastic
crowds watch in
wonder as the B 1-B
did low-altitude
passes with its
wings in a variety of
positions.

Photo by Christine LoManto

Photo by Bill Tackett

Members of the Eagles aerobatic team perform terrific stunts for the large crowds who
showed for the airshow. The Eagles have been
performing together for 20 years.

----~Mi~~~~~~--
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-

Photo by Bill Tackett

Flight crew members for the Thunderbird team stand by and watch the number 8 Thunderbird taxi
for takeoff.

Skyfest 23

A FI A-18 Hornet performs for the large crowd_s
at Skyfest '90. The Horne t demons~r~~ed it
manueverability and slow flight capab1ht1es to
the delight of many Riddle students present.
The number 1 Thunderbird passes the number 2
Thunderbird as it prepares to take-off before the
Thunderbird Team performance.

Photo by Bill Tack1

Pho to by Christine LoMa;

Photo by Christine LoMe"

Four of the Air Force Thunderbirds pass in formation above the heads of the c rowd as they perform on March 31. T
other two Thunde rbirds made low-altitude high speed passes over the crowd .
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The Thrills Continue
By Daren Wradislavsky
Phoenix Production Manager

The sun glared ruthlessly
down on a loyal crowd of aviation fans as they carefully
watched the death-defying
feats of many pilots during
Skyfest 1990.
Alumni traveled hundreds of
miles to experience the excitement that was created by the
incredible B-lB Bomber fly-by
at a calculated Mach .99, creating an immense racket, setting
off several car alarms in the surrounding parking areas.
The Air Force Thunderbirds
performed their spectacular aerobatic routine including stunts

such as low altitude, high speed
passes, and a diamond formation landing.
But not to be outdone, the
AV-8 Harrier, FA-18 Hornet,
and a pair of F-16 Fighting Falcons put on an equally dynamic
performance of their capabilities. The crowd went wild over
the hovering display of the Harrier and the manueverability of
both the Hornet and Falcons.
Though not a scheduled part
of Skyfest '90, most Riddle students look most forward to the
dramatic arrivals and departures of the fighters, as well as
the other participants of
Skyfest, at the beginning and
end of the weekend.

An AV-8 Harrier performs
its hovering capabilities
over the runway of the
Daytona Beach Regional
Airport for the crowds on
March 31 at Skyfest '90.
Photo by Bill Tackett

Photo by Christine LoManto

The 81-B Bomber performs a variety of its capabilities for th~ ~rowds on April 1,
which included a high speed pass with w ings in the swept pos1t1on. The 81-B was
traveling at Mach .99 when its wings were swept back.

Photo by Bill Tackett

Jim Franklin in his Waco Myster Ship dazzles the crowd with
his ability to lift the tail while in a static position.

Skyfest
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Sky es t Excellence

Continues To Thrill
The number 7 Thunderbi rd
sits on one of Daytona
Beach Regional Airport's
taxi-ways the day before the
Air Force Thunderbi rd performance on March 31 .
Photo by Bill Ta6

An A-10 Thunderbo lt sits on
runway 16-34 in anticipatio n
of the large crowds who will
flock to the static displays
on both days of Skyfest.

Photo by Bill Tad

The number 8
Thunderbi rd does a
high sp ee d pass
over the heads of
the e nthu s iasti c
crowds.

_,r
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Photo by Bill Tac
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An AV-8 Harrier demonstrates its hovering capabilitie s over the Air Force
Thunderbird Demonstration
Team, which performed later on in the day.

Photo by Christine LoManto

Photo by Christine LoManto

A KC-10 Extender welcomes visitors into its depthsat
Sky fest '90. The drawing on the front of the KC-10
Extender is of a "Ghost Rider".

The A-6 Intruder crew enjoy a few moments of rest before
Skyfest begins by checking out the cockpit.

Photo by Bill Tackett

A member of the Eagles Aerobatic Team performs tremendous aerobatic stunts for the crowds who attended
the Skyfest festivities .

Photo by Bill Tackett
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B ik e r s A b o u n d

By Christine LoManto
Pho enix Editor-in-Chief

Onc e ever y year, for a full
wee k, Day tona Beach is the
place whe re bikers flock. Bike
Week is a time whe n ther e are
twice as man y bikers seen as
cars and the rum ble of Har leyDav idso ns can be hea rd for
miles.
Bike Week, alth oug h drea ded
by some, has prov en to be less

This three -seat er was one of
the more unusual bikes to show
up for bike week .

haz ardo us to Day tona Beach
than Spri ng Break. The Day tona
Beach Police Dep artm ent kep t
the peac e betw een the Spri ng
Breakers and Bikers with the
use of all of its resources.
A high ligh t of Bike Wee k
prov ed to be the test ride s of
Har ley- Dav idso n mot orcy cles ,
whi ch wer e give n to thos e who
sho wed a prop er mot orcy cle license. Alth oug h Bar leys wer e
not the only type of bike s seen

on the stre ets, they were the
dom inat ing motorcycles. Other
bike s incl ude d any thin g from
BMW's to Hon das .
At the end Bike Week, the
trad ition al para de took place.
The 199 0 Bike Week Parade
had mor e than a thousand motorc ycle participants.

Photo by Wylie Mathis

Bike Week offer ed a varie ty of
diffe rent bike s to Dayt ona
Beac h, including many of the
" chop per" style of bikes .

Photo by Wylie Ma1h1s
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Bike Wee k

One of the thousands of bikers in Daytona
Beach for Bike Week poses beside his Harley-Davids on motorcycl e while gassing up.

Photo by Wylie Mathis

Photo by Wylie Mathis

Harley-Da vidson motorcycl es seemed to dominate the scene during
Bike Week. Test rides were given, to those interested in Harleys, near
the Speedway , but only to those with proper motorcycl e licenses.

Photo by Wylie Mathis

fhe Daytona Beach Plaice Departme nt have their own way of dealing with
:he bikers.

Bike Week 29

Pit crews for the racers rush to change the tires
on the number 90 car, while other pit crews wait
for their cars to come in for a "check-up" .

Photo by Bill Tackett

Photo by Bill Tack!"

Racers in the Daytona 500 try to
pass each other as they compete
to cross the checkered flag first.

A Porsche racer speeds by the
grandstand on its way around the
track during the 24 Hours of Daytona.

Photo by Doug Milt

The number 55 car laps the number 17 car as they compete to win
the Daytona 500.
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Speed Weeks

Start Your Engines!!!
Daren Wradislavsky
Phoenix Production Manager

Photo by Bill Tackett

The loud thunder of hundreds of tires
traveling around the Daytona Speedway
track echoed through the air continuously
during Race Week 1990.
Thousands of tourists traveled the miles
to Daytona Beach to witness the speed and
excitement of the professional race car drivers during the many different races, including the Daytona 500.
Race fans enjoyed a full week of amateur
and professional racing, and spent thousands of dollars in their favorite race team
souvenirs, such as t-shirts, model race cars,
and bumper stickers.
The overflow of people created by Race
Week caused many problems for Riddle
students. From traffic jams on all roads
leading to and from school, to a shortage of
already scarce parking spaces, Riddle students had to endure the drawbacks of a life
in Daytona Beach.
Though race week '90 caused problems
for many Riddle students, selling concessions proved to be very profitable for many
of the clubs and individuals attending ERAU.
Pit Crews for the Daytona 500 racers rush to call their
drivers in, and then get them back out onto the track.

Photo by Ken Lucas

Car 12 speeds by the grandstands on his way around the track of the Daytona Speedway.

Speed Weeks
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Splash Fills Pool Area
By Jean Synder
Phoenix Advisor
By 5:00 p .m., hundreds of
students had swarmed to stand
in lines for beverages and food
at the Tine Davis Swimming
Pool and the Jack Hunt Barbecue Area on April 6, 1990.
Sponsored by the Entertainment Committee, a division of
the Student Government Association, this Spring Splash drew
a crowd of tired, frenzied students who were busy with final
papers, studying for that last
and crucial test; students who
were flying every minute they

could before the semester
ended.
This was the crowd who listened to The Malones play popular rock 'n' roll, poolside, or
who were eating fried chicken
on the grass by the Racquetball
Courts.

Bob Matthews, a Tyne
Davis Swimming Poo l
lifeguard, sits at his position above the pool and
ensures everyone's safety.

Photo by Eric Crawf0«

_ ,,___ _!Loi

Bill Steven s shows his enjoyment of the Pool p
Photo by Eric Crawfc
Government A ssociation to friends
h
arty, sponso red by Entertainment a division of Stude'
•
across t e pool.
•
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Pool Party

Mitch Cohen leads the line for free food at the
Entertainment sponsored Spring Splash pool
party. The food inc luded Kentucky Fried
Chicken and soda .

Shane Magee poses for his flying "dunce"
dive off o ne of the diving boards, while Chris
Walker, on right, races to beat him in the
water.

Photo by Eric Crawford

Photo by Eric Crawford

Photo by Eric Crawford

Mark Hogan gets thrown in head first by his Lambda Chi Alpha brothers, Jeff "Chain
Saw " Cook, Fred Kappel, and Bill Watson.

Pool Party
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Jason, played by
Roman Gusso,
talks to Medea's
children, played
by Myron Gusso
and Kerrick Reisbig, in the Drama
Club presentation of Medea.

Jason, played by
Roman Gusso,
has one of many
confrontations
with Medea,
played by Dean
Molly Williams in
Euripides' play
Medea.

Photo by Eric Crawforc
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Photo by Eric Crawfoi•

Medea, in the presence of her children, their tutor, played by Leonard Guida, and a servant girl, playel
by Nadia Abdulghafoor, confronts her husband, Jason.
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Drama Club

Greek Tragedy Strikes

Photo by Eric Crawford

By Jean Synder
Phoenix Advisor
On September 27 and 29,
in the Student Center, staff,
faculty, administration and
students participated in a
challenging production of the
Greek tragedy, " Medea "
originally written by Euripides, and adapted by American poet Robinson Jeffers.
The production was directed
by Dr. Samuel Goldstein, a
former Embry-Riddle faculty
member.
Starring Molly Williams,
Associate Dean of the College
of Engineering and Aviation
Science as Medea, the production also featured Ann
Apperson as the maid; Leonard Guida as the tutor; Muron
Gusso and Kerrick Reisbig
(Dr. Reisbig's son) as Medea's

sons, Dr. Roger Osterholm as
King Creon; Attila Kovacs as
Nadia
and
Aegeus,
Abdulghafoor as a woman
servant. Robert McKenzie, a
member of the stage crew,
memorized his lines in less
than 15 minutes during the
intermission and played the
part of a slave.
The audience both nights
were around 100 people .
Dionna Shultz, a student
here, was asked what types of
plays she would like to see in
the future . Her reply ,
" Musicals and comedies! "
Student Scott Phillips said,
" many of the students in
HU140 were 'requested' to
attend. I think more people
should go so that they can get
a grasp of what drama is all
about" !
Medea pleads w i th King Creon,
played by Dr. Osterholm from Humanities, to allow her to stay one
more day.

Photo by Eric Crawford

The cast of Medea: Robert McKenzie. Nadia Abdulghafoor, Dr. Osterholm, Ann Apperson, Kerrick Reisbig,
Dean Molly William s, Roman Gusso, Attila Kovac s, and Leonard Guida take a bow

Drama Club
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It 's P ar ty Tim e
By Christin e LoMant o
Phoenix Editor-i n-Chief
When the sun goes down in Daytona Beach, it's PARTY TIME!! Many
Embry-Riddle students find time from
their busy schedul es to relax with a
little rock 'n' roll, or " house music",
and a lot of dancing at one of the many
local hot spots.
Althoug h the noise level in several
of the clubs, includin g 701 South, Razzles, the Oyster Pub, and the Candy
Store, can at times be deafenin g, the
electrifying atmosph ere recharge s the
half dead cells of all Embry-R iddle students who can find the time to get out

and enjoy a little of what Dayton1
Beach has to offer.
The time when all of the Dayton,
clubs are most busy proves to b(
Spring Break. Althoug h Embry-Riddlf
student s do not get a regular Spring
Break, we still find the time and enerm
to throw our books aside and hit thf
strip.
Whethe r your dancing around or
one of the many dance floors in Daytona, or are sitting at the bar, the timE
away from school helps organize thE
thought s that are normally so scram.
bled after a day of classes that it's hare
to rememb er your own name, muct
less anythin g else.

701
,..
I

L

F

Two patrons of the 701 South club on Atlantic
Ave, beachside, enter the club while a bouncer
looks on.
Photo by Bill Tackel
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Night Clubs

A normalfornig ht at Razzle's prove
citement
at all times . all who enter the doorss.

160·isoffer
exchecked

Photo by Bill Tackett

=~~eet

t1e~t~ronsPub,people
located
to

The infamous
0 yster from the 0
down
the
enter and
flrom Razzle's
JOY a 1 it has to off'
er.

Night Clubs
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Aim High
• • .A ir Force

by Daren Wradislavsky
Phoenix Productio n Manager
The beckon of the bright blue
heavens causes a yearning of
flight in many Embry-Ri ddle
students, thus causing many to
join the Air Force Reserve Officers Training Corps, with the
hopes of one day sailing across
the skies in an F-16 fighter jet.
Though one day they may be
travelling at incredible speeds
on the trail of a Russian Mig,
today, they find themselve s in
labs learning the Air Force basics from marching to proper
dress.
Though it may sound tedious
and all work, the Air Force

ROTC cadets also participat e in
a variety of social events. Air
Force picnics are a common
sight on campus, as hundreds of
ROTC members, dressed in Det.
t-shirts, roam the grounds on
Friday afternoon s. The gala
event of the semester for the Air
Force ROTC cadets is the passin-review ceremonie s followed
by the dining-ou t banquet.
Sometime s they wonder why
they go through this, they remember thier common love of
planes and flying, and then the
Air Force motto enters their
minds, " Aim High!"
Photo courtesy of Air Force RO'

The Air Force Color Guard
presents the colors at the Air
Force ROTC Pass-in-Review.

.

Photo

cour~e~y ~of Air Force RO.

Four A1.r Force cadets participate in a three legged race, while thr
respective teams cheer them on to victory on Field Day.
Photo courtesy of Air Force ROTC

Kelly Spires, Joel Hagen, and Stephanie
D.revlow walk under the Air Force ROTC 's
Rifle Team before the Dining Out ceremony.
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Air Force

Air Force ROTC Band members perform during the cocktail hour at the Dining Out ceremony.
Photo Courtesy of Air Force ROTC

Photo courtesy of Air Force ROTC
Photo courtesy of Air Force ROTC

The Warrior Spirit Award Winners pose with Det 157's
Commander. Pictured are William Lockhart, David Villuame,
Colonel Bruce Hickley , Brian Whalen, and Joel Hagen.
Four Air Force ROTC cadets pose in front of a banner they
made for Group IV.

Photo courtesy of Air Force ROTC

Three Air Force ROTC cadets put on a skit during the Fall 1989 Air
Force Skit Night.

Air Force
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Battalion Commander, Colonel James McCord, talks
with several presenters at a ROTC award ceremony.
Kenneth Clock Erin Slaney, and Ronald Mohler run
around the sch~ol on a cold Wednesday morning.

I
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Photo by Bill Tackett

Photo by Bill Tack!!

Photo by Bill Tacke!
Photo by Bill Tackett

Wade Bodi, a Junior in Army ROTC, performs the infamous
push-up in front of his company on a cold Wednesday P.T.
session.
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Army

Troy Self, Erin Slaney, David McGowan, Ricky Ortiz, and Jack Ware perform stren
uous morning exercises at another Wednesday morning Physical Training session.

Be All You Can
Be ...Army
By Christine LoManto
Phoenix Editor-in-Chief
Army ROTC Cadet
When people think of Army
ROTC cadets, they normally
think of combat boots and
crawling through the mud with
an M-16, but Army ROTC
cadets do so much more than
that. They are preparing to become the future leaders of
America, and not just in the
world of the military. With the
leadership experience you obtain in the Army comes a feeling
of confidence in your abilities,
both physical and mental, be-

cause of the intense training
that is undertaken. Many ROTC
cadets go on to become leaders
of corporations, and all because
of the experience they obtained
during their four years of college.
Although it can, at times, be
grueling, the events cadets are
put through, not the least of
which are early morning Physical Training sessions and afternoon Lab periods, help to
strenghten their resolve to succeed in anything they do; and
most of them do.

Troy Self leads the Eagle Battalion Color Guard in
a presentation of the colors at an Army ROTC
Award Ceremony during the Fall semester.

Photo by Bill Tackett

Photo by Bill Tackett

Seniors Jack Ware, Ron Mohler, and Dave Bristol
stretch out before another morning P.T. session.

Army cadets Heather Warden, Ron Volkin , and Wade Bodi take a
break while Gerry Bernard continues to cook hamburgers .
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Campus M in is tr y
Continues M is s io n

by Jean Snyd er
Phoe nix Advisor

Over the year, tons of food and cloth ing have
passe d throu gh the Office of Cam pus Ministry, donated by stude nts, staff, and faculty here to supp ort
the need y in the Halifax area. If there is a need ,
Fathe r Kenan Morris and Dr. John Whe eler have
supp orted ways to take care of the need s both of our
stude nts spiritual and huma n need s, and many of
the needs of the community.
Good examples of the generosity of this communi ty were seen when impo veris hed families in the

area woul d receive no food or presents for Christ
mas. Depa rtme nts and stude nts "adopted" memb er•
of the family and purc hase d many items includin~
bicycles dona ted by the Stud ent Government.
To supp ort the spirit ual need s of the community
Fathe r Morris has unus ual work hours so that he ~
avail able for those stude nts living in the dorms, 01
for those who have prob lems at night and during thf
week end. Both camp us ministers provide Sundai
services durin g Fall and Sprin g semesters. Camp~
Mini stry is also in the proce ss of getting funds tc
build a camp us chap el; all in all a very supportive
depa rtme nt for stude nts.

Father Kenna n Morris provid es
the invoca tion for the gradua tion
comm encem ent cermony.

Phoenix File Pr
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Pumping Up
By Christine LoManto
Phoenix Editor-in-Chief
During a time when America
is in a health-fitness craze, singles bars are no longer the place
to meet people of the opposite
sex. Most health clubs prove to
be the new stalking grounds for
this hunt.
However, here at EmbryRiddle weight room this does
not prove to be true. Because of
the lack of females on campus,

those who frequent the weight
room are there to get into shape
with the equipment so that they
can feel better about themselves. The weight room offers
the students a facility where
they can get into shape, without
paying a large fee, as most fitness clubs do.

Brian Ciarlone, an Aeronautical Science
Senior pumps up while his spotter
watches on.

Photo by Biil T11ckett

Photo by Bill T11ckett

Edward Ibarra, an ACET sophomore, works on stregthe ning his arms in the ERAU Nautilus
Gym.

Phot o by Bill T11ck ett

Charles Nagley, an Aerospace Engineering Sophomore, works on pull downs.

Weight Room
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F li g h ts 0 Freedom
By Daren Wradislavsky
Phoen ix Produ ction Mana ger
Being an Embry-Riddle student has more to offer than just
long lines, bad food, and the
infam ous Riddle Run-a round ; it
also gives you the oppor tunity
to take free observer flights.
With the simple flash of an
Embry-Riddle l.D. card, a long
(thou gh sometimes short) wait,
and an excess of plead ing, you
can be sailing into the wild blue
yonde r; risking life and limb
due to being at the mercy of a

novice pilot.
Once into the air, the only
distur bance is, the yelling of the
flight instru ctor, as you soar
over the great Atlan tic Ocea n,
exper iencin g differ ent forms of
natur e such as mant a rays, " the
size of cadill acs", small whale s,
and small schoo ls of porpo ises.
After a short flight, it is time
to come back to realit y and Riddle, but only one thing stand s in
your way, the " wann abe" pilot
who is going to attem pt a landing.
Photo by Luis Pv

Photo by Luis Perez

Photo by Luis Pv·

A speed boat races down the St. Johns
River.
Dayton a Beac h Airpor t and Embry Riddle as seen from the air.
One of the ma ny small planes that fly
out of Dayton a Beach Airport.

Photo by Luis Pf"

An Aero Scie nce s tudent and ins truc tor go over flight or
e rations.
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Flight s

Splish Splash
By Daren Wradislavsky
Phoenix Production
Manager
A cool afternoon
breeze blows gently over
the clear blue water, the
sun beats down on the
exposed areas of dark
tanning skin. A skimpy
string bikini, nearly busting open, tries to hide
enough to prevent an indescent exposure. After
rising from her chair, the
majestic woman executes

Photo by Bill Tackett

a perfect dive, as she ERAU pool with their
gracefully enters the cool presence.
and soothing pool.
A popular hangout,
This scene is a com- the pool provides stumon one at pools all over dents with a relaxing
the country, unfortu- swim during those hot
nately, not many beau- Florida days, or a place
tiful women grace the to spend extra time socializing. Though the
pool has many advantages, the main use is to
catch every ounce of sun
so you can show off your
tan to your envious
friends.

Michael Brunnschweiler soaks
in the chilling pool water.

~

Photo by Bill Tackett

,
Photo by Bill Tackett
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Dr. Jim Cunningham and his son,
Shamus, relax by the pool.

Photo by Bill Tackett

Craig Badar, a Aviation Maintenance Management sophomore, trys to get a tan before
Summer A starts.
The Tyne Davis Swimming Pool
offers a relaxing way to spend an
afternoon.

Photo by Bill Tackett

Dr. Jeff Ledewitz, Executive Vice-President of Administration, spends his lunch time exercising.

Pool
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La rge st Cla ss At
ER AU Gr ad ua tes
By Jean Synder
Phoenix Advisor
On April 28, 1990, 692
students graduated in Embry-Riddle' s largest class
ever, at commencem ent
ceremonies at the Ocean
Center. Families and
friends filled most of the
bleachers in this large auditorium as beaming students filed up to the stage
to receive their diplomas.
Despite some sound
problems, and crowd problems, this ceremony went
off smoothly. Through the
support of over 23 staff
marshalls, and a task force
of many University officials, staff and faculty, this
large class assembled in the
Atlantic Room then walked
down long service corridors
and assembled to enter ceremoniously after the faculty into a barricaded area
in the middle of the Center.
The graduation speaker
was retired U.S. Air Force
General Duane Cassidy,

now Vice President of CSX
Corporation , a transportation firm in Richmond, VA.
He urged the graduates to
make "quality" the cornerstone of the American
Aerospace Industry. "Let
the world know how good
you are, " Cassidy said.
"Let them know you are
conung .
Senior Class President
Timothy Mullins said
goodbye to four years of
long registration lines and
" a 400-to-1 male-femal e
student ratio".
•

II

Photo courtesy of Beach Photo

Parents and families
of the graduating
students wait for a
chance to catch a
glimpse of their
child accepting
their diploma.

President Kenneth
Tallman, Chancellor's Award winner
Michael Stephen
Shaw, and Retired
Air Force General
Duane Cassidy pose
for a picture.

Photo courtesy of Beach Photo
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Graduation

Photo courtesy of Beach Photo

President Kenneth Tallman, Senior
Class President Timothy Mullins,
Senior Class Vice President and retired U.S. Air Force General Duane
Cassidy pose for a group photo.
President Kenneth Tallman and
Retired Air Force General Duane
Cassidy present a diploma to Class
President Timothy Mullins.

Dr. Williams, a Trustee of the University, presents the Professor
Emeritus Award at the Spring
Graduation Ceremony.

Photo courtesy of Beach Photo

Photo courtesy of Beach Photo

Graduation
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Speech N ig h t
by Jean Snyd er
Phoenix Advis or
On Wedn esday , Marc h 28, 10
selec ted stude nt speak ers, a
maste r of ceremonies and alternative prese nted speec hes to inform, persu ade, and entert ain
an audience made up of Speec h
and Huma nities stude nts and
other intere sted guests in an entertaining eveni ng of discourse.

To be select ed as one of these
special speak ers, stude nts in advance d Speec h classes could audition. When selected, they presente d their speec hes in this
special event , and were given
Hono rs Letters from the Chair man of the Huma nities Depa rtment . Cong ratula tions to all
those who were select ed to participate.

I

Photo by Eric Crawler

Photo by Eric Crawlct

Photo by Eric Crawfr
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Ca ter ing To Stu de nts
by Daren Wradislavsk y
Phoenix Production Manager
From selling stamps to offering employmen t to many Riddle
students, the mailroom is an important facility on the EmbryRiddle campus.
The employee s of the
mailroom work diligently each
week day to try and process the
flow of mail both to and from
Riddle students.

Every week day, the mail
boxes are stuffed with a variety
of articles from personal letters,
to "notice to call at window"
cards, to campus-wid e memorandums which quickly cover
the mail room floor.
Though problems have arisen
over the inaccuracy and slowness of the mailroom, it still remains an outlet to the world for
many Riddle students.

Photo courtesy of Varden Studios

Photo courtesy of Varden Studios

Students check their mail boxes for letters from home or
notices from school.
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{!!,!,Way SC~c~!J:.£~me~!1~n:, .u,
Phoen ix Advis or
A new Airwa y Science Simul ation Labor atory
(ASSL) dedica ted in January, 1990, is "a steppi ng
stone in the University's comm itmen t to develo p its
resear ch/ser vice dimen sion... especially focuse d on
human factors resear ch and aviatio n safety," said
Presid ent Kenne th L. Tallm an.
Since its dedica tion ceremony, hundr eds of students now brave the Clyde Morri s/Cata lina Drive
Intersection to get to classes in this facility. Built on a
21-acre site on the east side of Clyde Morris, this
training and resear ch center house s a compu terbased instruc tional system for pilot trainin g, air traf-

suppo rt of the FAA Airwa y Science Program.
The lab also will be used to develo p and expand
Dayto na Beach based aviati on research venture i
conjun ction with the Unive rsity of Central Floridi
Bethu ne-Co okman Colleg e and Stetson Universiti.
Thank s go to state Repre sentat ive T. K. Wethere
and forme r state repres entati ve Sam Bell in helpin
to establ ish the applie d resear ch center.
The lab was equip ped throug h several grant~
begin ning with $1.42 5 millio n from the Federal A\11
ation Admin istrati on to build it. Other grants hav
come from the state of Florida and from industn
·
accord ing to Unive rsity officials.
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A const!u ction sign stands informin g
the pubhc of the future site of the Airway Science Building .

L b.
S .
Constru ction workers and equipm ent abound where the new Airway cienc e a ts to stand.
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Reso urces
by Daren Wradislavsky
Phoenix Production
Manager

themselves spending
countless hours in the library doing a variety of
tasks. Depending on the
Offering many serv- reason for a visit to the
ices and facilities to the library, student services
students of Embry- range from the conRiddle, the Jack R. Hunt vience of the group
Memorial Library is fre- study rooms and the
quently visited by many. " dark tower", to the auStudents may find dio/visual center, to the
relaxing area to read
Phase two of the Jack R. Hunt magazines.

Photo by Bill Tackett

____

,

Memorial Library provided an
increased study area.

.......

Photo courtesy of Varden Studios

Two students use the library facilities for study.

Photo courtesy of Varden Studios

four Embry-Riddle students use the tables by the reference
desk for group study.

-

I\

Photo courtesy of Varden Studios

A student perplexes over the new computerized card catalog system.
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IBF BADMINT ON CLUB
Written by Washy Tolani
Badminton Public Relations
The International Badminton Federation (IBF)
Badminton Club was established in April 1989 to
promote fun and fitness in the school and in the
community through the enjoyment of badminton.
Play is conducted according to IBF rules, and the fast
paced rallies bear little resembliance to the sport

most Americans play only on Independence Day.
Badminton is truly an international sport, with
only two Americans in the club. The countries represented include Bahamas, Barbados, Curacao, Iceland, India, Indonesia, and Malaysia. Activities consist primarily of matches between members and
training. In the future there are plans to have matches with other schools such as DBCC and Stetson.

I

Photo by Bill Tackett

The IBF Badminton Club:Shoaib Rehmahtullag,John Luke,Peter Woodstock.Charles Foster.Louis Tan.Jen Wooi Loo,Eithel Hato,Brian
Gibbs.Washy Tolani

Badminton
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BASKETBALL

the court and play their hearts out. Eventually, theu
by Daren Wradislavsky
hard work and determin ation paid off as the Embry.
Phoenix Productio n Manager
After only one year of intercollegate competiti on, Riddle Aeronaut ical Universit y Eagles conquerea
Embry-Riddle acquired the services of a full time their first game, and took their places among th€
victorious teams.
basketball coach to lead the Eagles to victory.
Though the Eagles may have only won a single
Playing a variety of different schools from the
region, the Embry-Riddle Eagles played valiantly game during their first two seasons, they know how
each and every game, although to no avail, it was it feels to be victo.rious , and .they ~11, :hrough day
after day of practices, establish this uruversity as a
one loss after another.
Even after suffering a large number of defeats the rivaling opponent on the court in years to come.
"fledgling " team continued to take their positions on

-

,.
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- The 1989-90 Eagles Basketball team.

Photo by Bill Tackett

Photo by Bill Tackett

An ERAU Eagle Basketball player "soars" to add another two points to the
scoreboard.

Photo by Bill Tackett

Coach Steve Ridder brought valuable experience to the young
members.

Photo by Bill Tackett

The m embers of the 1989 Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Basket Ball team.

Basketball
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played a variety of college teams including M at
by Daren Wradislavsky
sachusett s Institute of T echnology, the West Poi
Phoenix Productio n Manager
University r
With the start of the Spring 1990 semester, began Military Academy , and St. Thomas
c
spring training for the Embry-Ri ddle Eagles Baseball Miami.
Although the team displayed courage, and a
team. Entering the warm months of ' 90 in cleats, and
blue and gold uniforms, the Eagles returned to try exception al ability to play ball, they remained wit
only a small following of support.
and keep a winning season.
During their season, the ERAU baseball team

Members of the Embry-Ridd le Baseball team

56 Baseball

Photo courtesy of the Avion NewspaP'
t
congra u1ate a player after an excellent home run.

Photo courtesy of Avion

An ERAU slides safely into home to add another point in our favor.

•
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Photo courtesy of Avlon

The members of the 1989 Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Baseball team.

Baseball
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Photo by Bill Tack!'

The cheerleaders perform during the Homecoming Pep Rally.

The Cheerleaders boosted everyones spirit for the first game of the
season.

Photo by Bill Tacke!

The first cheerleaders: Vida Masoumi, Malarey Whitstane, Carey Seifried, Debi Semsori, Tammy Lee Srnar·
Margo Van Tassie, Anna Marie Wells, Alice Marconi, Jack Heyd, T om Hanson , Axel Velazquez, Scott Maier
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CHEERLEADERS

Cheerleader Public Relations
In previous years women on campus had no sports
teams but had to pay the Sports fee anyway. In
November of 1988 this was about to change. Trudi
Peckham was asked if she was interested in starting
a cheerleading team. The following Spring she held a
clinic for anyone interested in joining, with forty
girls signing up. After the clinic came the try-outs.
Nine women were chosen as ERAU' s first cheerleaders. Five of them cheered in high school and the
other four had no experience at all.
The team practiced hard all summer and even
attended a NCA cheerleading clinic. When school

started the practices became three days a week for
two hours. All this hard work paid off as EmbryRiddle' s first cheerleading team demonstrated in the
Homecoming Pep Rally.
The six females and four males on the team are
like a family full of energy and highly motivated.
They come up with their own cheers, moves, and
dances. Some of the experienced ones have special
tasks such as teaching dance, flips and new moves to
the others.
This summer the team will be attending a collegiate cheerleading clinic and preparing for next
season.

..
Photo by Bill Tackett

Mascot Glen Gaugler and Anna Marie Wells try to raise spirit during one of the basketball games.
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Connon " Dino" Peters takes a
rnoment to think of his next
move.

•
Connon "Dino" Peters attempts to
keep the ball away from his opponent.

Travis Hughes attempts to keep
the ball from being stolen by the
opponent.
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The Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Soccer team coach, Tom Fisher, takes a
break during one of the many practices.

After playing hard, a tired group of soccer
players take a much needed refreshment
break.

Photo by Kelli Young

SOCCER TEAM

Written by Kelli Young
Business Manager

On September 30, 1989 the ERAU Eagle soccer team
played against La Grange college at a home game in
Sperling Sports Complex In Deland.
The La Grange team, 18th ranked in the country, was
not prepared for the aggressive Eagle team. After the
first exciting half of the game,the Eagles lead with a
score of 2- 1.

The energy was running high, even the bench was
urging the tired players to keep their techniques sharp
and to communicate to one another.
After the short half-time the team returned to the field
but couldn't hold off the La Grange team and the final
score was 4-3.
After a long season of playing high ranking teams, the
Embry-Riddle Soccer team finished with a we ll deserved
record.
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LA C R O SS E #1
by Daren Wradislavsky
Phoenix Product ion Manage r
The Embry-Riddle Aeronau tical Univers ity Intercollegiate Lacrosse team, under the directio n of faculty advisor Frank Moxley, technica l sports advisor
Jim Blanchard, and team captain Darren Page, finished the action-p acked season with an impress ive
tie for first place.
The dedicate d players gave one hundred percent

each and every time they took the field. Hard war)
and strenuo us practice s kept the team in top physica
conditio n, thus helping them on to victory afte
victory, and placing them at the top.
In 1990, there is a short, but well deserved, sum
mer break from " the fastest game on foot", bu
sometim e in Septemb er, you will see the Lacross·
club of Embry-R iddle back on the field.

Rackets flying , an ERAU Lacrosse player diligently guards the ball.
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The members of the 1989 Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Lacrosse team proudly displays their jerseys as they
finished the season tied in first
place.

Photo by Bill Tackett

A struggle breaks out as a group of opposing members attempt to steal the ball from the ERAU Eagle with possession.

Photo by Kelli Young
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An ERAU Eagle attempts to score, while
the goal was being defended by two
opposing team members.
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ERAU WRESTLING

by Roger Corzine
Wrestling Club Publ ic Relations

This year was a very inter estin g and exciting for
the Eagle Wrestlers. As a team , they prov ed them
,
ever
selves to be very competetive. For the first time
its
they won a Team Cha mpi onsh ip Awa rd whe n
wrestlers swe pt the West Jacksonville Ope n in Nohe
vember. The Stud ent Coach, Roger Corz ine, said
the
was prou d to be coac hing and wres tling with
youn g team.
Inexperience was the mos t difficult prob lem for
bethe team to overcome. One first year wres tler
came very sick befo re his first mat ch beca use he was
nerv ous. Nerv es didn 't stop rookie Willy Parks. His
al.
first tour nam ent saw him capt ure a Bronze med
One team mate calle d him " the mos t dedi cate d and
the
by far the mos t imp rove d grap pler ERAU has on

mat ".
How ever the team was not completely inexpi
rien ced. Jim Bea ms, Jorg e Bodia, Roger Corzin.
You sef Sule yma n, and Jere Thorne are ranke
amo ng Florida's top wrestlers.
All five have wres tled in regional competition
Mor eove r, Jim and Roger have wrestled in variot
nati onal com peti tion s incl.u ding collegiate, freestyl
and Grec o-Ro man wres tlmg . Roger also received
trop hy for win ning 2nd plac e as Florida's Wrestlerr
the Year.
With team spir it and enth usia sm on the rise, ne
year prom ises to put ERAU on top of the wrestlir
char ts in Florida.
The Eagle Wre stler s hav e consistently scored mo'
team poin ts in tour nam ents than UCF, FCCJ, ar
Stet son.

y of Wrestling

Photo courtes
L L
s oppo nent w'th
O and received aL
1
Roger Corzi ne attem pts to turn his Marin e Corp
a eg ace. He won the bout by a marg in of 6 to
l.
Meda
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Photo courtesy of Wrestling Club

Jere Thome(top) and Jim Beams(bott om), both of ERAU wrestle each other during the championsh ip match
at the 163 pounds level
in Auburndale.

Photo courtesy of Wrestling Club

Yousef Suleyman initiates a standing switch against a wrestler from UCF. He went o n
to take 1st place.

Dra wn by Andy Schwalenber g
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Photo courtesy of Watersk1C

A Waterski Club member shows off his talent as he gracefully glides across the water.

Photo courtesy of Waterski (lur

Members of the Waterski Club listen anxiously as their advisor lays down a couple of th e rules.
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Waterski Club

WA TE RS KI CLUB

by Daren Wradislavksy
not have any previous experience.
Phoenix Production Manager
Currently, the club practices on weekends and
If you are an Embry-Ridd le student who enjoys different days during the week. The waterski club
travelling at high speeds, doing acrobatic stunts, and members perform a variety of stunts from jumps, to
enjoy getting water all over your body, then you're flips, to rolls.
the type of student to be in the Embry-Riddle WaterDuring the semesters when the club is active, the
skiing Club.
members can compete in local waterskiing contests,
The ERAU Waterskiing Club owns its own boat, or just relax and have fun with the team.
and equipment, and trains new members if they do

Waterski Club
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by Racquetball Club

PE.l~scqu ~!~al!,

The Racquetball Club participated in the Southeast Regional Intercollegiate Tournament on March
17. The team placed in three out of four events.

Chuck Clark
Cary Taylor
Charlie Stewart
Kevin Patrick
Derek Sessions

place Singles, 1st Di
1st place Singles, 2nd Di
3rd place Singles, 2nd Di
4th place Singles, 2nd Di·
1st place Singles, 3rd Di· ·
2nd place Singles, 3rd Di· ·

Photo courtesy of Racquetball Ch

The Embry-Riddle Racquetball Club.
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Racquetball Club

Abbr eviat ions Used In Senio r Secti on
CFI -Cert ified Flight Instr uctor
CFII-Certified Fligh t Instr uctor -Inst rume nt
A&P -Avia tion Powe rplan t
SEL -Single Engi ne Land
MEL -Mul ti Engi ne Land
AGI -Adv ance d Grou nd Instr uctor
IGI -Inst rume nt Grou nd Instr uctor
ATP -Airline Tran sport Pilot
FCC -Fede ral Com muni catio ns Com misio n
ODK -Omi cron Delta Kapp a Hono r Society
SGT -Sigm a Gam ma Tau Hono r Society
SCJ -Society of Collegiate Journalists
AIAA -Ame rican Instit ute of Aero nauti cs & Astronautics
AAA E-Am erica n Association of Airpo rt Executives

Seniors
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Ahrens, James A.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
A.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Aitro, Fred S.
B.S Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Allen. Mark L.
B .S. Aeronautical Studies
Resident Advisor

Deans List, A&P License. Cultural
Chairman Republic of Cyprus, Vice
President Greek Club, Organizer
and Member of Soccer Club.
Management club.

Sigma Chi-Pledge Trainer, Alumni
Relations, Historian, Chapter
Editor, Rush Chairman

Alquatll , Anas
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Aletraris, Michel V.
B.S. Aviation Management
A.S. Aviation Maintenance
Technology

Amin, Abdullah A.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

I A nnamalai, Kannappon
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Anthony, Joseph M.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial, Instrument, CFI,
Aircraft Dispatcher Certificate,
Captain. Varsity Soccer Team
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Anthony, Todd M.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Entertainment Club, Orientation
Team, SGA Representative, Radio
Broadcast Club, Naval Aviation
Club.

Barichivich, John A.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration
AAAE.

Arnold, Johnny R. Jr.
B .S. Aviation Business
Administration

Ball, Lisa C.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Baria. T anya
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

A FROTC, Basketball, Aerospace
Society

Student A lumni Association
Secretary, Senior Class Council,
AAAE, Management Club, Sigma
Chi Little Sister.

Deans List

Bellow, David J .
B .S. Professional Aeronautics

Benfield, Mark E.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Bentley, Robert T.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management

Deans List
National Deans List

SGT, National Deans List,
Windsurfing Club.

...

Intramural Racquetball, Football,
Softball.

Seniors
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7
E R A U Oft'0' 'L·ectding
Edge!''
by Daren Wrad islavs ky
Mugs Coord inator

Aeron autica l Engin eering senio r Dan Perrault,
bass and vocals; Aeron autica l Science senior, Bob
Hami lton, guitar and vocals; Aeronautical
A group of nine Embr y-Riddle stude nts
Engin eering senio r Robe rt Hess, drum s; and Av
discovered a way to cash in on their talents. The six
Tech senio r Eric Yoskowitz, bass and vocals.
engineering, one physics, one air science, and one
Their activities consi st of a live band, as well as
av tech major s incor porat ed their music al abilities
a DJ service. The ERAU stude nts have performed
into the local rock band "Lead ing Edge. "
at locations such as the White hall, the EmbryThe memb ers of the band are: Aeron autica l
Riddle 89 Home comin g pep-r ally and basketball
Engin eering sopho more Pary Patel, sound engineer;
game , and frater nity and priva te parties.
Engin eering Physics senio r Rick Gingu e, DJ and
The group entert ains audie nces with a variety
sound engin eer; Aeron autica l Engin eering senio r
of rock from the SO's to the 80's, soft rock, jazz,
Scott Dietz man, bass, vocals, and keybo ards;
and
blues. Songs playe d by the band include
Aeron autica l Engin eering senior, Dani Johns on,
" Wild Thing," "Wip e Out," "Jailhouse Rock, "
saxop hone and keybo ards; Aeron autica l
"Your Mam a Don't Danc e," and other favorites.
Engineering senio r Bob Belgau, guitar and vocals;
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Boczon. Michael T .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Boris. Francis A.
S.S. Aeronautical Science

AIAA

Bovais, Christopher S.
S.S ...1rcraft Engineering
Technology
ACET Alumni Scholarhip, SGA
Representative, President of
Screaming Eagles Model Airplane
Club. Entertainment Committee,
Sound Technician-Student
Activities.

Brady. James G. Jr.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration
SGA Representative. Vet s Club.
Golf. AAAE.

Brethauer, John F.
S .S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial Licen se. SEL, M EL.
Inst rument Rating, CFI.

Brett, Richard M.
S .S. Aviation
Maintenance/ M anagement

Bristol, David P.
S. S. Aeronautical Science
Scuba Club, Army ROTC.

Seniors
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Cutting
Class

by Eric Soto
Phoenix Reporter
' '>.•

Practically everyone has cut class one
time or another during college. In fact,
cutting class is as much a part of college
as partying. It is a fact of life that no
one can be expected to show up to
every class they have, every time they
meet. Once in a while everyone gets
sick, or tired, or just needs a break.
Continually cutting class is another
story altogether. Riddle is infamous for
having students miss class to " catch
some waves" or "peak some rays." This
is one of the hazards of having a school
in beautiful, sub-tropical Daytona
Beach. On an especially sunny day you
can spot many students on the beach
during class time. If you ever feel
compelled to quit school to " catch some
waves, just remember there isn't too
much money in the beach business.

t:lrody, Lee W.
B.S. Aviation
Technology/ Aeronautical Studies
Maintenance Fellowhip Program ,
Avionics Club. AMT Shop
Assistant, A£. P License. SEL, FCC
General Radiotelephone Operators
License.

Bruggemann, T y H.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Flight, Commercial, Instrument
Airplane, MEL, Senior Class
Council, Intramural Softball, Flag
Football.
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Brooks, Douglas

Bryan , Stephen A.
B .S. Avionics Technology

Buckalew, James B.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management

Buggie, Kevin K .
B .S. Aeronautical Science

Burke, Ronald G.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Campbell, Wayne A.
B.S. Avionics Technology

Naval Aviation Club, Bowling
League, Racquetball.

Brothers of the Wind.

Buehler, Scott M.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Burke, Don

Carpenter, David G.
B .S. Aeronautical Science

Carsella, Robert S.
B.S. Professional Aeronautics

Intramural Volleyball, Resident
Advisor.

President of Veterans Association,
Senior Class Council.
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Caudill, James E.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Chandler, Roger R.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Chang, A lexandre
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Army ROTC.

Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities, Bicycling ClubSecretary /Treasurer, Campus
Ministry Student Advisory Board,
Substance Awareness Committee,
Resident Advisor, Multi Engine
Commercial Instrument, CFI.

Aerobatic Club, Badmington Club.

Cicak, Michael P.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Clark, Chuck L.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Clark, David P.
B.S. Avionics Technology

AAS, Airway Science Simulation
Laboratory.
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Jazz Band, Racquetball Club.

Chow, Bernard

Clark, John A.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Lambda Chi AlphaPresident/ Social Chair, Intramural
Volleyball Champions, Walleyball
Champions, Recondo Qualx .. Army
ROTC. Captain-Swim Team,
Secretary-Debating Team,
Windsurfing Club.

Clukey, Peter J .
B.S. Avionics Technology

Cobb, Brian P.
B.S. Aeronautical Sc ience

Treasurer-Avionics Club, Avion ics
Engineering Technology Honor
Society, President-Avionics Club.

Collins, Kevin J .
B.S. Aerospace Engineering
AFROTC , Intramural Basketball,
Swim Champions, Sigma Phi
Delta, AIAA.

Congshore, William R.
B.S. Comput er Science With
Aviation A pplications

Colem an , Lance S.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Collier, Brya n W.
B.S. Com puter Sc ience with
Avionics A pplications

Conley. Dana A.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Managem ent

Cooper, Mark A.

Theta Phi A lpha, Senior Class
Council, Half the Sk y.

Seniors
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Corbin, David W.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
Avionics Club Secretary, CaptainAvionics Club Flag Football Team,
ERAU Avionics Technician.

Corcoran, Charles A.
B.S. Aviation T echnology
(AMT/ FL)
MEL, Instrument, Comerc ial, CFI,
A&P License, Turbine Test Cell
L ab A ssistant, Scuba Club.
" ERAU the Eagle" helps build spirit at the homecoming p ep-rally.

Seniors
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Corp, Paul K.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering
National Deans List, Sigma
Gamma Tau, FAA Special
Achievemnet Award , Cooperative
Education Student.

Corsones, Christine M .
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Managem ent

Costine, Scott M.
B.S. Aeronatuical
Studies/ Managem ent

Theta Phi A lpha-Recording
Secretary £, Standards Board, Half
the Sky-Vice President£, Founding
M ember, Pri vate Pilot's License.

ROTC Cadet-Commissioned A pril
90, Intramural Softball, Foot ball.

Czyzewski , Benedict R.
A.S. Aviation Business
Administration
B .S. Aeronaut ical
St udies/ Management

.:
Dancer, Thomas M .
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Daun, Steven J .
B.S. Aviation Managem ent

Dialinos, John M.
B.S. Avionics

Dixon, Andrew S.

Model U.S. Senate Club.

Seniors
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Driscoll, Christopher
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Driscoll, Jeffrey
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Volleyball, D.J .
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Dudzic, Christopher A.

ODK, Senior Class Council,
National Deans List, Veterans ClubTreasurer, Surfing Club,
Commercial Pilot, ASMEL,
Instrument Airplane, CFI, CFll,
MEI, Flight Engineer Turbojet
Powered, Aircraft Dispatcher.

Intramural Softball, Senior Class
Council.

Edmundson, Kyle H.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

DuBois, Benjamin W. II
B.S. Professional Aeronautics

El-Ferjiani, Osama H.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Elliott, Anthony

Elliott, John

Engel, Eric C.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management
A.S. Aviation Business
Administration
Archery Team.

Lending
a Hand.

by Daren Wradislavsky
Mugs Coordina tor

Riddle students have the honor, if
selected, to assist an instructor with the
teaching process of a certain class. The
applicatio n process begins with the student
employm ent office located in Spruance Hall.
After being hired, the student helps the
instructor by running errands, grading
homewor k and tests, and filling in for the
instructor on emergenc ies. The assistant is
paid and hourly w age, and gains hands-on experience. Teaching assistants allow for
lighter loads for instructors, while also
providing work to help pay the students
expenses.

Felix, Donald 0.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Fidler, Julie A.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
Sigm a Pi Little Sister
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Florence, Brian A.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Fogleman, Gregory L.
B .S. Aeronautical Engineering

Folkerts, Darwin L.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Forbes. K.
B .S. Aviation Business
Administration

Flight Team , Scuba Club.

Forsyth, John P.
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
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Foster, Charles S.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Foster, Patrick M.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Freas, John L.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Archery Club-Secretary, Softball
Team.

CFll, Honor Roll, Naval Aviation
Club, Aerobatic Club-Founding
Member£, Secretary.

Frederick, Robert E.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Friedman, Greg S.

Gallagher. Sean T.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

AAAE.
AFROTC Rifle Team-NCIOC [,
Commander, ROA, AAAE.

Gallagher, Tuan A.
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
A.S. Aviation Business
Administration
Naval Aviation Club, ACM.
Archery Team.

Gallagher, William J .
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Garceau, Richard

Gard, H. W.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Garrow, Michael C.
B.S. Aviation Business Administration
ODK-President, Orientation Leader.
Associate Justice
on Student Court. Entertainmen t
Committee-Sec/Treas, NACA
Conference Delegate, Model US Sennt eTreas. American Crimlnnl Justice
Assoc .. Natlonnl Deans List, Whos Who
Among Students In American Colleges
[, Universities. Presidents Council,
Track Club, Co--0p ~stern Airlines,
TAC National Cro ss Country
Championships. Scuba License.
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Gaspari, Lorenzo
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Photo by Bill Tackett

Army ROTC students greet the dawn during morning PT.

Early

Rise.
by Daren Wradislavsky
Mugs Coordinator

Gehman, Stephen R.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Intramural Street Hockey,
Racquetball.
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Daily, a select group of EmbryRiddle students meet in the cover
of darkness. After initial
conversation, the commander
takes over, and the group begins
the secretive duty of PT.
The Army ROTC students are

required to attend daily training, in
which they are put through
numerous tests of their physical
abilities. The training consists of a
variety of exercises including situps, flutter kicks, and a two-three
mile run. The students are up and
about campus before the sun rises,
striving to " be all that they can be."

Gibbs, Neil B.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Gibson, Zelphia M.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Badminton Club, AIAA
Photographer, Intramural Soccer.

A IAA, 99's, Private Pilot.

Goscinsti, John

Gisler, Eric B .
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Gotsch, J ogn A.
B .S. Aeronautical Science

Givler, Robert H.
B .S. Aeronautical Science
Comm/Inst, CFI, CFll, MEI,
Baseball-Co-Captain & Hitting
Instructor.

Gougler, Glenn A.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
Head Resident AC I, SGA
Representative, Intramural
Walleyball Champion, Creations
Co-Editor, Deans List, Honor Roll,
Whos Who Am ong Students in
American Colleges & Universities,
National Deans List , ODK, ERAU
the Eagle.
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Haddad, Andrian F.
B .S. AMM Avionics

Hadnagy. Richard
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Private Pilot, Eagles Flight Club.

Flight Team- Vice President, AMT
Fellowship.

Vets Club, Naval Aviation Club.

Haeffner, Christina L.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Hanggi, Darry l S.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Hanke, Valerie C.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Harley, Brian T.
B .S. Aeronautical Science

Theta Phi A lpha-Treasurer.
Executive Board, Standards Board.

Private Pilot, Naval Aviation Club,
Intramural Soccer Team.

AAAE, Senior Class Secretary,
Senior Class Counc il.

Grazia, Robert F.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
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Griffith, David R.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Screaming Eagles-Treasurer.

Harrison, Denise J.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
AAAE, Student Alumni
Association, Avion-Business
Manager [, Copy Editor, PhoenixCopy Editor.

Lab
Assistants
by Daren Wradislavsky
Mugs Coordinator

Many courses offered at ERAU are in a two part system, a theory
section, and a weekly laboratory period to accompany the ins~uctor's
lectures. Although taught by qualified personnel, the instructors are
assisted by Embry-Riddle students who have previously completed
that specific course.
The lab assistants are selected by the instructor after their personal
performance in the lab. The student aids the insturctor by grading
assignments, running errands, and supervising students currently
taking the lab session.
By serving as a lab assistant, students earn much needed money,
and experience which may prove helpful in future employment.

Harthun, Laura M.
B.S. Computer Science
Deans List, Honor Roll, Writing
Award
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Hartman, Chris

Herron, Phillip L.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ M anagement
Intramural Volleyball, Football,
Management Club, AAAE, Senior
Class Council, Chairman-Party
Committee.
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Harvell, Roger L.
B.S. Aeronautical Studies/ Business

Hawkes, Darrell T .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

TERRA-President, Archery Team ,
Deans List.

Christian Fellowship-Vice
President.

Hites, Robert W.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Hromanik, Paul B.
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Hei n, James R.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management
Management Club-Vice President,
Deans List, Honor Roll, AMT
Fellowship Participant, Speech
Night Participant.

Huttunen, Mikko

lndyke, David K.
B.S. Aeronautical Studies/ AMT

Isaacs, Susha C.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Jackson, Alvin B.
B .S. Aviation Business
Administration

Jalali, Robert S.
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Student Alumni Association,
Aerospace Society, Senior Class
Council.

Basketball, Baseball, AAAE
investment C lub, BOW.

Precision Flight Team, Platoon
Leaders Class, Orientation Team
Leader, SGA Representative, ODK,
Deans List, National Deans List.

Jones, Johnny E.
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Jordan, Donald W.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Managem ent

Screaming Eagles

Jarrell, Christopher
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Jockimo, Peter A.
A.S. Aeronautical Science
Lambda Chi A lpha.

Naval Aviation Club.

AAAE, Water Ski Team, Af,P
License, Air Force Veteran.
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Kendall, Joseph G.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Kloc k , Kenneth F.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial Pilots License,
Instrument (, Multi-Engine Ratings,
Who' s Who in American Colleges
and Universities, AUSA member,
Honor Roll, Deans List.
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Kikillus, Robert H.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Kilguss. Mark C.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management

Klebba, Eric F.
B .S. Aeronautical Engineering

Knopp, Scott A.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Koursaris, Zaharias
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Kramer. Karen B.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

AIAA

Kruse, Michael N.
B.S. Aircraft Engineering
Technology

ERAU students cheer on the Eagles at the Homecoming Basketball Game.
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LaCroix, David L.
B.S. Computer Science

Photo by Christine LoManto

ERAU students anxiously await the launch of the Space Shuttle.

Ladeau, Michael K.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
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Laflam me, Dawn

Lahlou, Chakib

L aw, Roman H.
B .S. Aerospace Engineering

Leaver, Michael E.
B.S. Computer Science

Lee, Patrick
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Leole, Christopher J.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Lewis, Darrell E.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Intramural Softball, Flag Football.
AAAE, Management Club,
Helicopter Society.

.,
Lewis, Francesca J .
B.S. Aeronautical Studies
Theta Phi Alpha-Vice President,
Windsurfing Club, Sigma Chi Little
Sigma, Senior Class Council.

Lindsey, Ronald G.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Linsky, Alison D.
B.S. Air Studies/ Avionics

Lloyd , Christopher B.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Resident Advisor.
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Logan, Christopher E.
B.S. Computer Information
Systems

Lum, Manuel

Student Alumni AssociationPresident, Aerospace Society.

Maher, Thomas 0. Jr.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Intramural Basketball, Flag
Football, Softball.
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Mangia, Louis M.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance / Managemen t
A.S. Aviation Business
Administrati on

MacKay, James S. II
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Mackey, Todd V.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Senior Class-President,
Commission ed Second LieutenantUS Army .

Managemen t Club, Riddle Riders.

Marconi, Alice M .
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Managemen t

Marconi, Michael D.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
AE.P Mechanics License,
Intramural Softball, Football.

Marke, Stefan
B. S. Aviation T echnology
Safety Office.

Eager students run to greet the pilot of an F-18 Hornet, sponsored by the Naval Aviation Club.

Marquis, Kimberly A .
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial SEL, MEL, Instrument
Rating, Flight Advisory Board.

Marsh, Amanda J.
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Marshall, Scott W.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial Pilot License.

Martinez, Lillian
Army ROTC,
Color Guard.

Flight Team, National
Intercollegiate Flight Association,
Theta Phi Alpha,
Commercial/ Instrument Rating,
Deans List, Honor Roll.
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Maye, Andre E.
B.S. Professional Aeronautics

McAdams, Alan J.
B.S. Aerospace Engineering

Phoenix Yearbook.

Aerospace Society, AIAA, Riddle
Regatta, Avion, Airshow.

McCulloch, Madison
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

McEwan, James A .
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
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McCarthy, Kristin
B.S. Aeronautical Science

McCourt, Sean F.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Mclachlan, Philip J .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Mehren, Mark R.
B.S. Avionics Technology

Karate Club, Aerospace Society.

Scuba Club, Avionics Engineering
Technology Honor Society.

Mendoza, Maria C.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial Pilot-SEL,MEL,
Instrument Rating. Aircraft
Dispatcher Certificate, Orientation
Team, Phoenix Yearbook
Photographer, Senior Class
Council.

Montero, Jose A.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
A.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Mercado, John F.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Merkel, Hans P.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Christian Fellowship Club, Sigma
Gamma Tau.

AAAE, Naval Aviation Club,
Commercail/lnstrument SMEL,
CFI.

Montgomery, Tony

Meshginpoosh, Timothy A.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Moon, Carl

Muschette, Donovav A.
B .S. Air Studies/ Maintenance

Aircraft Dispatcher, Honor Roll,
Deans List, National Deans List,
Intramural Football.
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Mullen, Kenneth A.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Mulligan, George D.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering
Drama Club, Inter- Fraternal
Council, Sigma Phi Delta.

Negron, Luis M .
B .S. Aeronautical
Stud ies/ Management
AAAE.
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Neoh , Soon K .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Mullins. Kathy M.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Managem ent

Murray, Darrell J.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Flight Team , Commercial PilotASMEL, Instrument Rating, CFI.

Nicholson, Cris E.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial License, SEL, MEL,
SES, Instrument Rating, Chief
Pilot, Jump Master, Aerospace
Society, Sigm a Phi Delta, Flight
T eam , Harold S. Wood Award for
Excellence, William Kershner 3rd
Place M en's Achievment Award,
Deans List, Honor Roll.

Nielsen, Erin L.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Nordlund, Steve C.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
Student Alumni Association, Deans
List.

Novajosk y. Kennet h F.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

OKrongley, Timothy E .
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Ong , Lily
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Instrument, Commercial Rat ings,
Flight Team , National
Int ercollegiate Flight Association
Competition, Deans List , Honor
Roll.

Pagels, Betty S.
B.S. Professional Aeronautics

Mrs. Parker and Mr. Chamberlain look on enthusiastically, as they ·re .. cream ed " by students at the homecoming concert
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Pagels, Malcolm
B.S. Professional Aeronautics

Paglia, Paul D.
B.S. Aeronautical
Stud ies/ Management

Photo by John Palmeri

A Lambda Chi Alpha "Halloween Patrol" visited the local hospital to visit the children missing the
event.
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Papke, Vincenct

Papp, John M.
B .S. Aeronautical Science

Pena, Gabriel C.

Petohazy, Peter P.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Phillips, Jeffrey W.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Picon, Sergio A.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management

Alpha Eta Rho.

Windsurfing Club.

Resident Advisor, Student Alumni
Association, Intramural Hockey,
Softball, Walleyball, Volleyball.

Petrecca, Robert 0 .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Phebus, Walter H.
B.S. Professional Aeronautics
ATP, Helicopter, SEL.
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Pizzullo, George J .
B .S. Avionics

Plet cher, Eric S.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management

Popp, Geoffrey M.
B .S. Aviation Business
Administration
B.S. Professional Aeronautics

Pourkhesali. Mehdi
B .S. Aeronaut ical
St udies/ Management

Dart Club, Avion, Broadcast Club.
Management Club.

Primavera, Ginna Rose G.
B .S. A viation Business
Administration
Management Club, Avion
Photographer, Christ ian
Fellowship, Student A lumni
Association, Nat ional Deans List.
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Quast, Arnold W.

Rajab, Rashad M .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Ramirez. Milagros F.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and
Colleges, International Student
T uition Grant, National Deans List.
Commercial Pilot. SEL, Instrument.
International Women Pilot's
O rganization. Intramural Volleyball.

Rea, J ames G.
B.S. Aviation Technology

Rech el, Alan A .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

A(,P License, Radio-Telephone
Operator License, Deans List,
National Deans List, U.S. Naval
Reserve, Veterans Club.

Archery Club, Sigm a Gamma Tau,
Deans List, A FROTC Honors
Ribbon, AFROTC Distinguished
GMC Ribbon, Air Force
Association Leadership Award,
Reserve Officers' Association
Ou tstanding Sophmore Cadet.

Robertson, Michael J .
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Robertson, T homas
B.S. Aeronautical Science

AIAA, EIT Certificate.

Resident Advisor.

Reelick, Eugene
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Managemen t

Riggs, James
Hock ey.

A&P Rating, Lacrosse Club, Private
Pilot 's Licen se.

Rossi, Christopher
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Rouka , David M.

Baseball, Management Club.
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Rowley, Steven R.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Ruck, Joseph W.
B.S. Professional Aeronautics
A.S. Aeronautical Science

Russonello, James B.
B .S. Aviation Business
Administration

Sablan, Marnie R.
B.S. Aviation
Ma intenance/ Management

AFROTC.
SGA Representative, Theta Phi
A lpha, Senior Class Vice President.

Commercial Pilot, ASMEL ,
Instrument Rating, CFI, Aerobatic
Team .

Sadowski , Hope A.
B.S. Computer Science
Sk ydiving Club, Volleyball , ACM,
AAAE.
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Sanchirico, Christopher J.
B.S. Professional Aeronaut ics

Schiller, Matthias J .
B. S. Aviation Business
Administration

Schneider, Gregg E.

Water Ski Club, Sky Diving Club.

Schuebel. Poeglas R.
B.S. Professional Aeronautics

Seys, Derrick P.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Sedares, Salome

Shaw, Michael S.
B.S. A eronautical Science

Session, Derek A.
B .S. Avionics Technology

Severson, Gary L.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Avionics Engineering Technology
Honor Society-Treasurer, Avionics
Club.

Waterski Club.

Shearer, Karrie

Sherristt, Rennison
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management

Aerospace Society-President, Vice
President, Space Technology
Editor /Writer-Avion, Orientation
Team Leader, Homecoming
Committee, lntramurai'Softball ,
Student Alumni Association, Who's
Who Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities.
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Shtogrin, Kevin M .
B .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Silber, Jeffrey S.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Surf Club, Naval Aviation Club,
Track Club, Deans List.

Public Affairs Officer, Ranger
Challenge Team, Public Affairs
Officer, Lambda Chi Alpha, Honor
Roll, Deans List, Airborne School,
Parachutist Badge.

Sizemore, Owen M .
B.S. Professional Aeronautics
Army ROTC Scholarship,
Company Commander, Operations
Officer, IBM Collegiate Salesman,
Deans List.
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Skyler, Mike C.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Simon, Paul R.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Sim son, Deborah L.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Deans List, Naval Aviation Club,
Commercial Pilot, Instrument
Rating, CFI.

Cheerleader, Delta Chi Little Sister.

Smith, Gregory D.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Soares. Antonio
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Socci, Maria E.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Standifer. Robert L.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Solberg. Sean E.
B.S . Aeronaut ical
Studies/ Managem ent

Starzynsk i, Eric E.
B .S. Aeronaut ical Engineeri ng
AIAA, A lumni Contact Chairman ,
Daytona Beach Rugby Club.

1

Spiratos. Panagiotis T .
B.S. Aeronaut ical Engineeri ng

Sprague, Joseph A.
B .S. Aeronauti cal Science

Phoenix Yearbook.

Who's Who Among American
Colleges and University Students.
Resident Advisor, Head Resident,
Commerc ial Pilot-ASM EL.
Instrumen t-Air Plane.

Steinkam p, Richard A .
B.S. Aeronauti cal
Studies/ Managem ent

Stewart, Heidi I.
B.S. Aeronaut ical
Studies/ Managem ent

Army ROTC. Airborne School.
Scuba Club, Helicopte r Club.
Associati on of United States Army,
Army ROTC Scholarsh ip.

AFROTC Scholarsh ip. Superior
Performa nce Award. Drill Team.
Assistant NCOIC. Choir , Lambda
Chi Alpha Crescent, Managem ent
Club.
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Stewart, Kevin G.

Strelecky, John P.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
Avion Sports Writer, Basketball
Club.

Takacs, Robert S.
B.S. Aviation Technology

Tanis, St ephen
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Screaming Eagles, SGA
Representative.

Commercial Pilot-SEL&MEL.

Swortzel, Robert S.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
Commercial Pilot-SEL&MEL,
lnstrumnet Rating, Certified Flight
Instructor, Advanced Ground
Instructor, Instrument Ground
Instructor, Deans List, Honor Roll,
ERAU Scholarship.

Tassan, Yousuff M .
M. S. Aviation Business
Administration

Teubner, Daniel G.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management
M anagement Club, Waterski Club,
Weight Lifting.
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Thomas, Richard W.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Thomas, William S.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Thompson, Matthew P.
B .S. Aeronautical Sc ience

Towell, Michael G.
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Football, Basketball, Triathalon.

Townsend, Thomas J .
B.S. Aviation Maintenance
Technology

T rautmann, Gregg D.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Tweed, Tyler J.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Tysor, Donald W.
B .S. Aviation Business
Administration

Flight Team, Baseball T eam .

Intramural Softball, Flag Football,
Com mercial Instrument £, PilotSEL£.MEL, CFI, Academic Honors.

Avion, SGA, Management Club,
Speech Night.
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Vancavage, Jeffrey S.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Vincent, Brian W.
B.S. Professional Aeronautics
Management Club, Scub Club.

Varma, Sanjay
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Veal, William N.
B.S. Aviation Maintenance
Technology

Vergas, Carlos A.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

SGA Representative, Car Club,
A IAA, Racquetball, Softball.

A[,P License, Deans List.

AAAE, Internship-Eastern Airlines.

Waits, Ronald J .
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Walthour, Matthew E.
B.S. Aeronautical Science
A .S. Aviation Business
Administration
Lambda Chi Alpha, Cycling Club,
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Wanes, Robert J.
B .S. Aeronautical Science

Waterhouse, Gus D.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
A. S. Aviation Business
Administration

Waters, Joe D.
B. S. Aeronautical Sc ience

Watson, Chris G.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Watson, William K ..
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Commercial Pilot -SEL, SES, MEL,
CFI, Naval Aviation Club, Riddle
Riders, Flight T eam, Deans List,
Jimmy Buffet Fan Club.

Lacrosse Club, Commerc ial,
Instrument MEL.

Running Club, Lambda Chi Alpha,
ROT C Ranger Challenge, Army
Liason t o Air Force, ROA,
Airborne.

Watt, Robert T.
B.S. Aeronautical Studies/ AMT
A.S. Aircraft Maintenance

Wegmuller, Jacques M .
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

Weller, George K. Ill
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering

Wells, Ronald E.
8 .S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management

A£,P License, Dispatcher
Certificate, Avion, Society for
Collegiate Journalists.

AAAE-Photographer, T our Guide,
Hockey, Soccer.

Karate Club, Radio Club, Reserve
Officer's Association, Army ROTC
Battalion Photographer, Avion
Photographer, Yearbook Business
Manager, Commisioned Second
Lt.-Army, Scuba Club, Ranger
Challenge.

AIAA, Christian Fellowship,
Aerospace Society.
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Wenzlick, Dennis U.
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Wiebe, Bernie J .
B.S. Aeronautical Science

MEL, CFI, Commercial Instrument
License.

Deans List, Intramural Volleyball,
Commercial MEL, CFI.

Wilmsen, Paul R.
B.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management

Wolfram, Dave

W iese, Christopher P.
B. S. Aeronautical Science

Willis, Raymond C.
B.S. Aeronautical
Studies/ Management
Avion, Naval Aviation Club.

Yanus, Thomas M .
B.S. Avionics T echnology

Yoskowitz, Eric
B.S. AvTech
A.S. Aviation
Maintenance/ Management
AE.P License, FCC License,
Avionics Club, Borescope Research
Project, The Officials, Distance,
Cold Shoulder, Leading Edge, and
The Core Rock Bands.
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Young, Edwin 0.
B.S. Aviation Business
Administration

Young, Kelli
B.S. Aeronautical Science

Student Alumni Association,
Aerospace Society, Naval Aviation
Club, Avion.

Young, Ronald L.
B.S. Aviation Business
A dministration

Zodrow, Charles F. Ill
B.S. Aerospace Engineering

Naval Aviat ion Club, Aerospace
Society, Avion, Student A lumni
A ssociation.

Societ y of Collegiate Journalist s,
A vion, Aerospace Society , AIAA,
Homecoming Committee,
Com mercial Pilot, LTA, SEL,
Soccer Club, Phoenix Yearbook .

Photo by Kurt Parkinson

Chip Zodrow and Derrick Seys set up the hot air balloon to be displayed during the
homecomin g concert.
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John C. Adams, Jr.

Barbara McConnell Barrett

W. Lockwood Burt

Charles "Pete" Conrad, Jr.

E. William Crotty, Esq.

Philip H. Elliott, Jr., Esq.

Juan Fuentes, Jr.

Dr. Gordon H. Geiger

James 0. Eubank, II, Esq.

116 Board of Trustees

Board of
Trustees
John C. Adams, Jr.
Mr. Adams was elected to the Boa rd in
January of 1968. He currently serves as a Vice
Chairman of the Boa rd, Chairman of the
Executive Committee, co-chair of the Capital
Campaign, and serves on the Development
Committee, Nominating Committee, and the
Safety Committee.
Barbara Barrett
Mr. W. Lockwood Burt
Mr. Burt was elected to the Board in April of
1983. He currently serves as Vice Chairman of
the Executive Committee, and as a member of
the Safety Committee.
Mr. Charles "Pete" Conrad, Jr.
Mr. Conrad was elected to the Board in April
of 1987. He currently serves on the Investment
and Nominating Committees.

/
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Dr. David Reyes-Guerra

David M. Gustafson

Richard G. Harrington

Mary L. Heitger

Mr. E. William Crotty
Mr. Crotty was elected to the Board in April of
1979. He currently serves as chair of the Audit
Committee and a member of the Development
Committee and Financial Advisory
Committee.
Mr. Phillip H. Elliott, Jr.
Mr. Elliott was elected to the Board in August
of 1965. He currently serves as a member of
the Audit, Financial Advisory, the Investment,
and the Prescott Land Use Committees.
James 0 . Eubank, II, Esq.
Mr. Juan Fuentes, Jr.
Mr. Fuentes currently serves on the Academic
Committee.
Dr. Gordon H. Geiger
Dr. David Reyes-Guerra
Dr. Reyes-Guerra was elected to the Board in
Ocotober of 1987. He currentl y serves as a
member of the Academic Committee.
David M. Gustafso n
Mr. Richard G. Harrington
Mr. Harrington was elected to the Board in
Ocotober of I 983. He currently serves on both
the Academic and Development Committees.
Mary L. Heitger
Mr. Robert H. Hubsch
Mr. Hubsch was elected to the Board in
pctober of 1980. He currently serves on the
t~ent Committee and Nominating
Cnves
omm1ttee.
Mr. F. W. Hulse, IV

~r. Hulse was elected to the Board in October

~h 1982. He currently serves as Chairman of
e Prescott Land Use Committee and as a
Nem~er ?f the Executive, Investment,
0 mtnating,
and Safety Committees.

Not Pictured:
Mr. Frank M. Adams
Ms. Lottie J. Eubanks
Mr. William R. Howard

Robert H. Hubsch

F. W. Hulse, IV

Board of Trustees
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Mr. Edward J. King, Jr.
Mr. King was elected to the Board in April of
1986. He currently serves as a member of the
Development and Safety Committees.
The Honorable James Kolbe
Mr. Kolbe was elected to the Board in April of
1978. f!e curr~ntly serves as ~ m~mber of the
Financial Advisory and Nommating
Committees.
Harry V. Lamon, Jr., Esq.
Luanne C. Lea
Ms. Lea was elected to the Board in April of
1988.
Mr. G. Frederick Mirgle
Dr. John W. Morris, III
Dr. Morris was elected to the Board in April of
1983. He currently serves on th e Academic
Committee.
Mr. Allen E. Paulson
Mr. Paulson was elected to the Board in April
of 1987.

Edward J. King, Jr.

Mr. J. Dawson Ransome
Mr. Ransome was elected to the Board in April
of 1987. He currently serves as Vice Chair of
the Capital Campaign and on the
Development Committee.

The Honorable James Kolbe

Mr. Raymond B. Sigafoos
Mr. Sigafoos was elected to the Board in April
of 1981. He currently serves as Chairman of
the Financial Advisory Committee, member of
the Execu tive Committee, and the Prescott
Land Use Committee.
Mr. David Slick
Brig. Gen. William W. Spruance
Mr. Spruance was elected to the Board in April
of 1987.
Mr. Thomas W. Staed
Mr. Staed was elected to the Board in April of
1978. He currently serves on the Executive
Committee, the Fmancial Advisory
Committee, and the Audit Comnuttee.
Dr. Edward W. Stimpson
Dr. Stimpson was elected to the Board in April
of 1975. He is currently Chairman of the
Board, and serves on the Executive Committee
and Safety Committee.

Harry V. Lamon, Jr., Esq.

Mr. Lucius Theus
Mr. Theus was elected to the Board in October
of 1985. He currently serves on the Audit and
Financial Advisory Committees.

Luanne Lea

Dr. Webster B. Todd
Dr. Todd was elected to the Board in October
of 1978. He currently serves on the Executive
Committee and is Chairman of the
Nominating Committee and Safety
Committee.
Not Pictured:
Dr. Russell W. Meyer
Dr. Wayne L. Mowatt
Mr. James G. O'Connor

Mr. John W. Olcott

I
G. Frederick Mirgle
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John W. Morris

Allen E. Paulson

David Slick

Edward W. Stimpson

J. Dawson Ransome

Raymond B. Sigafoos

Brig. General William W. Spruance

Thomas W. Staed

Lucius Theus

Dr. Webster B. Todd, Jr.
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Th ey Ch ase
The Sam e
Dre am s
There are over 60 faculty and staff
members here who, at some point in
their academi c careers received one
or more degrees from Embry-R iddle.
Ma.son Aldrich

Thomas R. Arnold

...il.~.
$
~

.

/l

;,. t
~;

'

William R. Baldwin
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Rudolph Berna.I

Da.vid Esse1

~ese faculty and staff members are all
lream chasers. Many of them have had
ictive careers in the military or in other
miversity communities teaching and
1roviding support. For others, this is
;heir first step to a career in the aviation
.ndustry.

l'hese alumni were active students, in1olved in those academic and ou t-of:lassroom experiences that make a well~unded st udent. These alumni were long;arm faculty who took one to two classes
~er semest er for five to ten years to get
:hat additional degree. These a lumni eximplify Embry-Riddle's community. They
?.re a.a diverse as the students who attend

Gregory Fontaine

Christopher Ford

today.

r:..
Cynthia J . Gnegy

~
Il , ,
' ,,,1

.. "

\

\

\1

•

Fran klin Hall
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Look at those alumni in Flight Technology. Mason Aldrich has continued to receive Outstanding Faculty awards for his
thoughtful and thorough work as a Flight
Instructor and teacher. Tom Arnold has
made major in-roads in getting our Alumni Relations Department a most valuable
office. William Baldwin has consistently
supported Aircraft Maintenance Technology classes with his expertise. Rudolph
Bernal worked many years for his EmbryRiddle degree while working in Flight
Standards. Dave Esser is the consummate
educator; one never knows what new degree he will get each year. Gregory
Fontaine has been an effective and longterm member of the Flight Department.
Chris Ford is a relatively new member to
that department.

Max Henderson

Kurt Hoefferle

Cynthia J . Gnegy supports Embry-Riddle
in Aviation Computer Science while
Franklin Hall and Max Henderson have
given their time and talents to AMT. They
are also both strong supporter of this Embry-Riddle community. Kurt Hoefferle is
another new member in Floight Technology while Tom Leahy has left this department in March, 1990 to become a corporate jet pilot.
Joseph Obi, anyone who has taken Management classes here speak fondly of this
man who as a student was one of our
international students.
Michael J. Rapuano was an active student
who left and came back to work in Flight
Technology. Roger E. Sonnenfeld works in
our AMT department. John C. Stuart went
away and then returned to work in Flight
Technology, while Mike Wiggins heads a
department, and actively supports the
Precision Flight Team. Last but certainly
not least is James Ladesic (Dr.) who is a
very supportive and educated member of
the Aeronautical Engineering department.
They are all here at Embry-Riddle to foll ow their dream.

James Ladesic
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Thomas Leahy

These alumni
help those
who
follow ... chase
their dreams
featured here were
The faculty and s taff
entage of those
whose
just a small pare t them to Embry-Riddle
lives have bro~g~o to all who give back to
t o work. Than t ~ e weal th of their exper1Ernbry-Riddle
enc es.
Joseph Obi

--

Roger E. Sonnenfeld

John c. Stuart
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Captured
Dreams. • •

The following is a list of different Embry-Riddle Alumni who have graduated in
the past few years. They are listed with their majors, occupations, and their current
residence.

1985
Jose Gomes Correia (BSCS), is an information system consultant for Universis, a
company that offers computer integrated manufacturing solutions. He lives in
Feira, Portugal.
Ed Dickinson (BSMM,AAMT), is an aircraft mechanic for United Airlines, and
lives in San Bruno, CA.
Joe Donofrio (MAM), was recently promoted to assistant air traffic manager at
Hancock Field in Suracuse, NY.
Daniel J. Eikleberry (MAM), is a pilot for United Airlines and has been promoted
to DC-8 first officer. He lives in Belmont, CA.
Nicolas P. Fasano (BSAM), is empolyed by Hudson General Corporation as a
manager of aviation h andling services. He is living in Schaumburg, IL.
Louis M. Kady (BASC), is a second officer ch eck airman for Trump Shuttle.
Israel A. Maldonado (BAST,BSAE), works for Anco Engineers as an energy
management engineer.
Michael L. Murphy (BAPA), is flying a CH-53E helicopter for the US Marine
Corps.
Keith J. McGahn (BSMM,AAMT), is a maintenance marketing representative for
Flight Safety International.

1986
Kraig Kenney (BASC), is a pilot for Xerox Corporation and flies a Canadair
Challanger 600.
Mike Munro (MAM), was named to "Who's Who in the West" for working in
Strategic Space Defense.
Lisa Nowell (BAPA), is a surface warfare officer in the US Navy. She is serving
aboard the USS Suribache as auxiliaries and electrical officer.
Joseph P. Dreyfuss (BSAA), is employed by McDonnell Douglas and is a section
manager.
Susan B. Fasano (BASC,ASAM), was hired by United Airlines as a flight officer in
1989 and is based in Chicago flying the Boeing 727.
Johnathan Frank (BAST), is a missile company crew commander for the US Air
Force.
George S. Hrichak (BAPA), a maintenance test evaluator for the US Army.
Patrick W. McCarthy (BSAM), is a publications writer for Grumman Tech nical
Services INC.

1987
Larry Bost (BAP A), a production planning analyst for Douglas Aircraft, lives in
Long Beach, CA.
Tony Fonseca (BSAM), is an operations supervisor currently on special
assignment in Brazil with the Phase V international expansion team. He works for
United Parcel Service.
Anne Sartelle (MSAE), is employed by US Patent and Trademark as a patent
examiner. She lives in Arlington, VA.
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Math/ Physic al Science

photo by Doren Wrodlslovsky

Row 1: Mr. C. M. Rizopoulos, Mrs. Carol Jacobs, Mrs. Joanne Perry, Mrs. Mary Gurnee, Mr. Charles Bishop, Dr. Fred Elston, Dr. Shiv Aggarwal. Row 2 : Mr. David
Ross, Dr. Nirmal Devi, Dr. Lee Kiser, Dr. Robert Brown, Dr. William Gram s, Mr. Ira Zechnowitz, Dr. David Cameron, Mr. Hussein Semaan . Row 3 : Mr. Kirby Holcomb,
Dr John Watret, Dr. Selwyn Hollis, Mrs. Marlene Coslow, Mrs. Iris Ferrell, Mr. Elliot Palmer, Mr. Bada DeHili, Dr. Zoubir Benzaid, Dr Robert Hamwey, Dr. S.
':>1vasundram, Dr. Elliott Jacobs. Row 4 : Mr. Robert Dunmire, Dr. A la Al-Humadi, Dr. S. Dalal, Dr. M. Nair.

Aircraft Engineering Techn ology

photo by Doren Wrodlslovsky

Sitting: Pete Hellsten. Row 1: Sally Richards, Ken Rowe, Robert Dwarika, Joe Martin. Row 2 : Ned Foster, Elaine Wevel, Boyd Oellerich.
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Avioni cs

Phoenix file photo

Front Row: Patricia Ward. Second Row: George Neal, Ernest Kirner , Ri ck Furtner, Flen Trav is, Edward M urphy. Third Row: John
Brittan, Len Hilder, Nolan Coleman, Paul North rop , John Brannon, Randy Griffith.

Aeronautical Science

Phoenix file photo

Front Row: Shari Simmons, Dana Middlekauff, Roberta Dinauer, Dr. Peggy Baty, Richard Porter, James Cooper, Donald Doran, Dr. William
March, Lisa Mischle, Dr. Charles Richardson, Dr. Thomas Connolly, Melville Byington. Back Row: Siddhartha Chaudhuri, Frank Wencel,
Les Kumpula, Richard Bryant, Shannon Trebbe, Richard Reeder , Donald Hunt, William Gruber, Dr. Hank Lehrer, Dr. Lance Erickson,
William Mason, Ronald Caylor, Bill Fain.
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Aeronautical/ Aerospace Engineering

.

Phoenix file photo

Front Row: Habib Eslami, David Kim, John Jeyaseelan, Walter P. Schimmel, Ming Hsien Wang, Lakshman Naryanaswami, Tej
Gupta. Back Row: John Hilten, John Weavil, Donald Broadhurst, Glen Greiner, Howard Curtis, Frank Radosta, John Novy, Eric Hill,
James Ladesic.

Computer Science

Mr. Ransom, Dave Sarchet, Shirley Waterhouse, Dr. Hirmanpour, Dr. Rogers, Mr. Runnion, Dr. Kumar, Dr. Kornecki.
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Humanities

Phoenix file phott

Row: Steve Glassman, Bob Goldber g, Barry Edward s, Mark
Front Row: Jim Cunning ham, A nn Magaha , Bob Oxley . Second
Janet Preston, Chairm an Miller, Susie Greco, Lenny Guida,
Wright, Nancy Parker, Dr. Roger Osterho lm, Paul Edson. Third Row:
r, Peter Ragan, K en Childs, Reinhol d Schliep er. Back Row: Dan
Judy Rehm, Geoff Kain. Fourth Row: Norman Brown, John Metzne
Garland, Alan Pratt, Steve Jones, M ike Sylvest er.

Counseling Center

~:~~ ~~~~~~tion to graduation , the Counseling Center staff will help you: Lynne Norris, D irector Linda
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Bloom , Bernice

~;~~~.fi::t

Health Services

Phoenix f ile photo

3ernice Brown, Mary Ellen Bell, Dr. Ernest Cook, M.D. and Maureen Bridger assist you with your whol istic health needs.

-

Phoenix file photo

Dr. Kenneth Childs leafs through a publication while awaiting his next class of the day.
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Phoenix file photc

Randy Griffith, associate professor of the Avion ics Department,
turns on a piece of equipment.
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Phoenix file phot o

Dr. Raymond Young, assistant professor of the Math Department, helps a
student with a complicated mathematical problem.

Phoenix file photc

Dr. Armand L. Freas, assistant professor of the Aeronautical
Science Department, puts the finishing touches on some
paperwork between classes.
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Phoenix file photo

Avionics instructor, Glen Travis, supervises students with their research.

From the cockpit, David Esser,
Assista.n t Training Manager for Flight
and Associate Professor of the
Aeronautical Science Department,
pauses before a flight .

Phoenix file photo
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Willia m Runn ion takes a break from his comp
uter to pose for the photo graph er.

Phoenix file photo

Phoen ix file pho to
Dr. A . W. Rans om, Comp uter Scien ce assoc
iate profe ssor; prepa res for classes
in his office .
Phoen ix file p hoto

Assis tant Professor of Chem istry, Iris Ferre
l, revie ws a
stude nt's paper.

Acad emic s

.

Phoenix file photo

Dean James and Jim Swanson, Computer Science professors
are surprised by a student's work.

D
.
Phoenix file photo
r. Lee Kiser, associate professor in the Math Department takes a
millimeter of a moment's break.
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Phoenix file photo

~hancing the image: John Baldwin, project ~ounselor for Upward Bound, assists disadvantaged high
00 1 students

develop into possible Embry-Riddle freshmen.
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President Kenneth L. Tallman
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Phoenix file photo

Tallman Retires

by Daren Wradislav sky
Academics Coordinat or

On Thursday, April 12, 1990, the Daytona
Beach News Journal printed an article which
shocked many students and staff members of
Embry-Riddle Aeronauti cal University.
The story informed the Daytona Beach area of
ERAU President Tallman's plans for retirement
as of June 30, 1991.
President Tallman released the media information following his return from the EmbryRiddle Board of Trustees meeting in Prescott,
Arizona, on Wednesda y, April 11, 1990.
When President Tallman informed the Board
of Trustees that he wished to retire, he reminded
them that when he accepted the position in
March of 1985, he committed himself to the
institution for a period of five years.
President Tallman will be spending one more
year at Riddle, concentrat ing his efforts on the
capital campaign which was launched last October to secure funds for needed facilities, student scholarships and faculty developme nt.
Embry-Riddle Board of Trustees Chairman Edward W. Stimpson said, "We are fortunate to
have his services for a longer period since President Tallman has agreed to continue in his position for one more year, concentrat ing his efforts
on the capital campaign which was launched last
October to secure funds for needed facilities,
student scholarshi ps and faculty developme nt.
This will permit a newly-app ointed Committee
on Continuity time to insure an orderly tran-

sition. The committee will establish criteria for
the type of person who should head EmbryRiddle in the decade of the '90s, and select an
appropriat e replaceme nt." '
Stjrnpson added, "During his tenure, President
Tallman has developed Embry-Rid dle into a
world class institution , and raised the overall
standatds of the university ."
John C. Adams Jr., Chairman and CEO of
HRH Insurance Company, and Board of Trustee
member said of Tallman, "Under his leadership ,
the university has undertake n proactive academic initiatives, such as the establishm ent of a
School of Graduate Studies and Research, and
the addition to course offerings of new degree
programs in engineerin g physics and electrical
engineerin g. New highs have been achieved in
application s for admission, full-time enrollmen t,
and freshmen SAT scores. Our new Airway Science Simulation Laboratory has become a focal
point of advanced aviation technology for the
entire aviation world."
Adams added, "I believe that President
Tallman has, in an extraordinarily short period of
time, helped to separate the university from its
vocational school aura, and established EmbryRiddle as a national resource for the governmen t,
and the aviation industry world-wid e."
President Tallman plans to work as hard as he
can in behalf of the Commitm ent 2000 capital
campaign drive. During his President Tallman's
last year, Executive Vice President Dr. Jeffrey
Ledewitz will handle day-to-day affairs of Embry-Riddle Aeronautic al University.
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Phoenix file phorc

AMT helps keep flying safe: AMT associate p rof essor (and alumnus) Walter Wickarc
demonstrates systems equipment.
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Phoenix
A ssociate professor of the Aeronautical Sc ience Department, Dana Middlekauf tak es a quick break fo r th e photographer.
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Joe Adkins
Khalid Al-Hampy
Jesse Allen
Jim Allen

Alireza Aminian
Sarah Arciszewski
Fawaz Atchoo
Steven Austell

Peter Babey
William Bard
Debra Barger
Daniel Barone

Chris Bartlett
Keith Baskett
Dennis Bastian
Ronald Bearb

Underclassmen
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Brian Beeson
Alan Begin
Cassie Berry
Natalie Betz

Deedra Bodine
Cheryl Bond
Katherine Borgeson
Jonathan Braun

L
Brian Buczkowski
David Bunin
Toni Burkhart
Jason Burt

Matthew Byrne
Darrick Carr
Christian Carter
Lou Chavenello

Peter Citrano
Bernie Click
Tammy Clem
Marek Clowdus
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Underclassm en

+

George Cornwell
John Corson
Stacey Cummings
John Cunningham

Chris Curran
John Czekner
Russell Darling
Preston Davis

Steven Dean
Joseph Deeley
Bradley DeMay
James Denny

Agnes DePolo
Jeffrey Detig
Mark Detwiler
Christopher Dever

Matt Deyo
Todd DiCello
William Dickenson
Michael Doble

Underclassm en
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Steven Dougan
Clifford Duvernois
Geremy Earl
Patricia Elizee

Jerome Ellison
Jeff Engel
Gary Ermish
Evelyn Erskine

Glenn Escudero
Daniel Esparza
Peter Fagan
Gary Fairman

David Fekke
Coreen Floyd
Nishan Fonseka
Brian Frost

Brian Gonzales
Bill Gorczynski
Steve Graff
Harold Green
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Underclassmen

photo by Verden S tudios

Marcie Mayor sits patiently as a volunteer nurse draws blood, at the drive.

Daniel Guggenheim
Jim Guidry
Tracie Harper
Patrick Harris

Richie Helton
Judson Hilton
J. Hodges
William Houser

Underclassmen
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Curtis Johnson
Thomas Kelley
Todd Kelsheimer
Brian King

Kent Koontz
Mark Kopczak
Jeffrey Kozell
David Kvech

Michael Landry
John Lankford
Hugues Loko
Christine LoManto

Tricia Lowe
John Luke
Patrick Mack
Michael Mackaman

Tony MacNaughton
Matt Magness
Colin Malaker
Joe M ann
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Underclassm en

Michael Marshall

Michael McCarty
Robert McKenzie
Herbert McKinney

Brett Messimer

Bentley Moser
Thomas Moskal
Joshua Mussaf

Clarence Myers
Gregory Naccarato
Eric Neilsen
Robert Nelson

Larry Newcomer
Paul Northrop

Brian Noyes
Neil Oakden

Erik Oliger

Leif Olson
Sheldon Palm
John Palmeri

Underclassmen
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photo by Varde n Studios

An Embry-Riddle student takes advantage of the flight line facilities to plot his upcom ing fligh t.

David Panzera
Perry Pelchen
Maribel Perez
Joseph Prussman

Matthew Rapp
Kel")ny Richards
Christopher Radecki
Steve Royer
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Underclassmen

Colin Ryan
James Sanders
Olvin Santiago
Gary Santoro

Paul Schaller
Geoffrey Schermerhorn
Andrew Schwalenberg
David Schweighofer

Michael Senn
Andrew Soares
William Springer
Richard Stevens

Catherine Stewart
Jerry Stirn
Jerry Szulinski
Georger Tackett

Shahbal Tamjidi
Alexander Tecson
Charlie Theis
Richard Thomas

Underclassmen
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Jere Thome
Tracy Thorne
J. Thurston
Stephen Tinkle

Lauren Tirone

Troy Town
John Tringali
Kevin Tyson

Kevin Underwood
Caroline Vandedrinck
Michael Ventre
Ali Villalobos

Ron Volkin
Lynette Wagner
Korena Webb
Annamarie Wells

Richard Wereta
Crystal White
Atton Wilson
Heidi Wlodarczyk
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Underclassmen

Robert Wright

Mark Wurster

Antonio Zupic

Jonathan Zwerling

photo cred it by Verden Studios

ERAU students who have classes in the AMT or Engineering buildings now can have a quick lunch at the new concession building.

Underclassmen
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Photo courtes y of Sigma Chi
A Sigma Chi Brothe r displa ys his "battle wound s" after
the Presid ent's Flour Bowl comp etition , held during
Greek Week 1989.

148 Greek s

Photo courtesy of Lambda Chi Alpha

Race during Greek Week 1989.
Lambd a Chi Alpha Fratern ity Brothe rs compe te in the Pyrami d

Greek s
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L a m b d a Chi A lp h a
by Andre w Soares
Lamb da Chi Alpha Public Relations
Lamb da Chi Alpha is an intern ationa l social Fraternity
found ed in 1909 at the University of Boston, by Warre n
Alber t Cole, foster ing the highes t ideals: Frater nity,
Learn ing, Morality, and Patrio tism. Since that time,
Lamb da Chi Alpha has become the third largest Fraternity in the numb er of chapters, while also being one of
the young est. Lamb da Chi Alpha initiates and for good
reasons, with the original Associate Memb er progra m
and a "dry recrui tment" that works. Lamb da Chi Alpha
is the Fraternity of "Hone st Friend ship."
As a group of men living day by day in the college
surrou nding s, we strive to better ourselves for the demands of the future.

160 Greeks

At the Embry -Riddl e campu s the Sigma -Pi chapter or
Lamb da Chi Alpha has been here since 1974. Since ther
the chapte r has strugg led, grown, and prosp ered over tht
last 16 years. With an active involv ement of 58 Brothe rs
we are rising to meet the challe nge of the 90's.
We are active in comm unity services, raising mone\
throug h Charit y events , worki ng the races and we heir
out with any maint enanc e and landsc aping needed b\
the Conkl in Cente r for the Multih andica pped Blind, our
main fund-r aising organ ization . We also contribute to tht'
Special Olympics and the Orpha ns of Dayto na Beach
Here at the Sigma-Phi chapte r of Lamb da Chi Alpha we
are strivin g for excellence.
" THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE," is a popul ar slogan wt'
use to describe our great fratern ity.

.

Photo courtesy of Lambda Chi Alpha

Tug-0- War event during
Lambda Chi Alpha Brothe rs struggl e to gain a victory in the
Greek Week 1989.

Photo taken by Varden Studios

Lambd a Chi Alpha Brothe rs
Front Row: Hugh O'Conn er, Steve Jehle.
Watson , Colin Gauger, John
Secon d Row: Ricardo Castell on, Dan Corbet t, Scott Phillips , Bill
, Jeff Riese, Luke Calhoun,
Dodds, Todd Hicks. Third Row: Sean O'Keef e, Mark Rhodes
, Dave Cannon , Brent Zieveri nk ,
Glenn Escude ro. Fourth Row: Pete Jockim o, Robbie Wetzig
, Preston Davis, George Fritz,
Larry McMan is, Keith Lankfo rd, Bentley Moser, Drew Soares
Eric McEldo wney, Mike
Row:
Back
s.
Steve Ri ce, Jeff Cook, Matt Walthour, Rick Thoma
Tayma n, John Clard.
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Photo courtesy of Theta Phi Alpha

Displaying their letters with pride are some of the Sisters of ERAU's only sorority, Theta
Phi
Alpha, at Greek Week 1989.

.
Photo courtesy of Thet a Phi A lpha

Theta Phi Alpha Sisters, Debbie Jones and Traci Thorne, pause
for the photograp her at the Lambda Chi Alpha Softball Charity
Marathon.

...........
Photo by Varden Studios

Theta Ph i Alpha Sisters:
F ront Row: Lynette Wagner, Barbara Cummings, Cheryl Labombard, Debbie
Jones. Back Row: Caroline VanDerdrynck , Natalie Betz.
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Photo courtesy of Theta Phi Alpha
Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha enjoy their morning meal at a local restaurant.

.
Photo courtesy of Theta Phi Alpha
Deb~1e Jones prepares to act as catcher during the Lambda Chi Alpha
Charity Softball Marathon, in which Theta Phi A lpha competed with
Lambda Chi Alpha.

Th eta Ph i Al ph a
by Coreen Floyd
Theta Phi Alpha Public Relations
Theta Phi Alpha had a very active year. In the fall
semester, they had " Dr. Ruth", Hawaiin, and the traditional White Rose rush parties. On Halloween, Theta
Phi visited a nursing home, brightening the holiday for
all its tenants. During the homecomin g concert, they
made and sold Cotton Candy, a fun yet very sticky task.
When their Chapter Governor, Cathy Wenzel, visited,
they all spent a very windy Saturday at the Kennedy
Space Center. To cap off the fall semester, Theta Phi
Alpah was pleased to initiate six new sisters.
During the Spring Semester, Theta Phi Alpha kept
themselves quite busy. When the sisters returned to
'chool from Christmas break, they all went on a Breakfast
Retreat to Deleon Springs. In the weeks following they

held the "Pink Flamingo Rush Party", as well as the
White Rose rush party. As a fundraiser, the sisters
worked at the Dayton a Speedway during the races. During this semester some of the sisters volunteered for
C.A.R.A.L., which proved to be quite an adventure. Theta Phi Alpha also participated in the IFC Softball Marathon for the Special Olympics. The team they sponsored
did better than the other teams foresaw. At the end of the
Spring Semester, Theta Phi Alpha initiated three new
members. They then celebrated their founders day on
April 9. During the summer, they will be attending a
sorority convention in Orlando.
In the future, Theta Phi Alpha hopes to be a successful
part of ERAU since their arrival on campus, Theta Phi
Alpha has struggled to remain an active part of Greek life
on campus. Now, five years later, they are still struggling
to keep the dream of Theta Phi Alpha alive.
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Photo courtesy of Sigma Phi Delta

Scott Fischer, Scott Donnelly, Joe Gormley, Becky Longoria, Heather Hoyle, Kevin
Collins, and Jae Lee, enjoy themselves at the "Hot Tub Party. "

.....
Brothers and alumni of Sigma Phi Delta Engineering Fraternity pose for
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a pie ure urmg a party .

Pho to courtesy of Sigma Phi Delta

. Si gm a P h i D el ta

by Scott Fischer
Sigma Phi Delta Public Relatio ns

.

Sigma Phi Delta is the oldest club at Embry-Riddle.
ISigma Phi Delta is an interna tional professionaljsocial
I fraternity of engineers. We would like to take this opportunity to tell you a little of what Sigma Phi Delta has
to offer; academically, profess ionally , and socially.
Sigma Phi Delta has long mainta ined a traditio n of
academic excellence. We encour age our membe rs to
maintain a high grade point averag e by awardi ng an
annual scholarship to deserv ing membe rs. Everyo ne in
our fraternity is enrolle d in an engine ering program . We
support each other academ ically with group study sessions and we mainta in a wide assortm ent of class files.
Sigma Phi Delta also helps its members professionally.
Our alumni are active in chapte r affairs and offer a wide
varlets of professional opport unities, giving us the hen-

efits of their experiences in the "Real World. " We plan
several tours each semest er includi ng trips to Kenned y
Space Center .
While Sigma Phi Delta is professionally oriente d, we
also offer many social activities to help relieve the immense stress created by the endless hours of study. Each
weeken d, the Brothers and Little Sisters get togethe r to
socialize or to "go out on the town." For those who enjoy
athletic compet ition, Sigma Phi Delta particip ates in
many sports such as volleyball, softball, football, and
basketb all.
Brothe rhood in Sigma Phi Delta will lead to lifelong
friends hips and many unforge ttable experiences. The
bonds formed in our fraterni ty are extremely powerful, as
we are bound togethe r by commo n goals. A Brother of
Sigma Phi Delta will h elp anothe r throug h the good
times, and the bad.

~igma Phi Delta Brothers:

.
p
M "ll
Back Row: Dan Linders, Scott Bertin, Cli ff
ront Row: Berne Leong, Darrick Car r, Stern N icholas,
et e 1 er .

.JUVernois, Gary Santoro.
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Scuba Club Public Relations

Scuba Club

Boasting a list of over eighty memb ers this year, the
Scuba Club is conti nuing to attract and certify new students to experience the wond erme nt and fascination of
the under water world . It's this under water world that
welcomes the body in a total embr ace and sets us free
from our weight so we can soar like birds throu gh pillars
of coral and schools of vibra nt fish, that captiv ate scuba
divers time and time again.
Since its revival in the fall of 1987 by scuba divin g
activist Karen Dinau er-Ho fer, the Diving Eagles have

been enjoy ing grow ing succe ss each semester. Recen tly
the club trave led to many magn ificen t dive sites such a'
the splen did reefs of the Florida Keys, the mysteriou!
wrecks off the coast of Ft. Laud erdal e, and the enticin g
crystal sprin gs in nearb y Centr al Florida. The club plans
to make a four day trip to the Bahamas during Spring
Break in addit ion to its regul arly sched uled trips to Ft.
Laud erdal e, the sprin gs, West Palm and Pensecola.
Along with the dive trips comp leted each semester, the
Scuba Club perfo rms comm unity service through its
fundr aisers and conse rvatio n projects.

Photo courtesy of Scuba
with th 1 1 . h b '
A membe r of the Embry -Riddle Diving Eagles Scuba Club plays
e oca m a 1tants on one of the Scuba Club dives.
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Club

The Embry- Riddle Diving Eagles Scuba Club.

Photo by Varden Studios

Photo courtesy of Scuba Club

on for one of their many dives.
The ERAU Scuba Club members pause to take a photogra ph during preparati
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The Reserve Officers Association "invades Spaceport U.S.A."
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Photo courtesy of ROI'

bv Raymond M. Baesler, C/2Lt, AFROTC
R.OA Public Relatio ns

ROA

The Reserve Officer Associ ation (ROA) is a nationw ide
lobbyist organization that serves all branch es of the military services. Locally, the associa tion is an active force on
campus and in the commu nity, promot ing comrad ery
between the military branch es, perform ing service proi jects, and sponsoring social events. Membe rship is open
"' to all cadets enrolle d in a pre-com mission ing progra m
(ROTC).
; This year ROA .was involved in many activiti
es on
•
1

campu s as well as in the Dayton a Beach commu nity. We
sp.o nsored trips for our membe rship to Kenned y Space
Center , Sea World, and the Camp Winona Ropes Course.
Cappin goff our year was our annual banque t, through
which we honor association membe rs and officers who
have made outstan ding contrib utions to ROA throug hout
the year.
ROA is all this and more. Most importa ntly, ROA
offers cadets opportu nities to develop leaders hip traits
and skills that will enable them to be more effective as
future militar y officers.

I

Reserve Officers A ssociatio n m embers listen intently during one of m any
informat ive m eetings.
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Model US Senate

Southern Democrat from Arkansas, she was quite vocal on her
by Roger Corzine
opinions.
She attacked poor legislation and suggested ammend.
The Model Senate Club is one of the most prestigious clubs at
Embry-Riddle. Each year, an elite group of students is selected from ments to manipulate other senators to her way of thinking.
As Senator Burdick, Roger Corzine was a committee chairman and
the club to represent ERAU at an intercollegiate debate. The debate,
forced
his environmental legislation onto the Senate Floor. His bill
known as Model Senate, is held at Stetson University. It is Florida's
passed
by an overwhelming majority .
only college legislature.
Todd Engelman was the quietest Senator from ERAU. As Senator
At the Stetson Model Senate, students write, debate, and vote on
legislation. Much of the legislation deals with National policies and Bradley, he gathered support through quiet diplomacy.
As Senator Cranston, Walter Marek had the duty of finding
laws. However, some of the legislation is specially aimed at Florida
speakers.
He was on the Foreign Relations Committee and was
and local policies.
Six students were selected to go to the Model Senate this year. The nominated as Outstanding Committee Member. He received an
students were Pam Blake, Melyssa Conn, Roger Corzine, Todd award for being Majority Whip.
Engelman, Walter Marek, and Carl Romano. Of these students,
Probably the most aggressive Senator from Embry-Riddle, Carl
Walter was selected as Majority Whip and Roger was selected as Romano had a lot to say in committee.He portrayed Senator Breaux,
Chairman of the Committee on Evironment and Public Works. Matt a Democrat from Louisiana.
Van Buren attended the event as Club Photographer.
All-in-all, the ERAU did very well at the 1990 Model Senate. Dr
Pam Blake was assigned to be Senator Danforth, a Republican Apperson, club advisor, said that she was proud of everyone who
from Missouri. She was outstanding in committee and pushed her participated. The club has received invitations to attend Model U.N.
bill through. Pam's bill eventually passed on the Senate floor.
in New York and also to attend the National Intercollegiate Con·
Melyssa Conn was given the role of Senator Bumpers. As a gress in Washington, D. C.

A member of the Embry-Riddle Model US Senate speaks diligently to pass a b'll
1
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th fl
d .
Photo co~rtesy of Model us Senate
e oor unng the State Convention held at Stetson Universi ty

The members of the Embry-R iddle
Model US Senate Club pose under
the banner at Stetson Universit y,
home of the State Senate Convention.

Photo courtesy of Model US Senate

Photo courtesy of Model US Senate

member of the committe e talks in favor of his bill.
Roger Corzine, Presiden t of the ERAU Model US Senate, listens as a fellow
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Members of The Embry-Riddle R
oleplaying Association (TERRA)
listen to the list of different games
available for them to play in the
weeks ahead.

.

'j

,..
4

I

The Embry-Riddle Roleplaying Association (TERRA) .
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Photo courtesy of TERRA

by Tim Drozinski
TERRA Public Relations

T.E.R.R.A.

TERRA began several years ago with a group of students with a love of the game Dungeons & Dragons.
Since then, the club has expanded its interests and members. The club participates in a variety of games from the
traditional Dungeons & Dragons genre of games to
Chess, Risk, and other board games, and in the past year
we've added monthly trips to Orlando to play " The
Ultimate Game," an action game where players hunt
each other with guns that shoot balls of paint.
Roleplaying games like Dungeons & Dragons, Mech.
Warrior, and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles involve players developing a " character", a fictional character that
represents the powers, like magical spells, superpowers,

or just being a seven foot tall mouse with the intelligence
of Einstein. Players then use dice rolls to simulate the
chances of performing a skill or action successfully.
Games can involve interpersonal interactions, leadership
skills, and contract negotiations, and all games help develop problem-solving skills.
TERRA is open to all students, faculty, and staff of
Embry-Riddle. This semester saw the landmark event of
the first female member of TERRA joining TERRA. Hopefully, in the future, we'll have many more members, and
a wider variety of games and activities to participate in.
The club has no dues, no obligations, and you don' t need
any past gaming experience; we'll teach anyone to play a
game, and we'ld like to learn new games. You never
make anything but a good time in TERRA.

.
I" the members of TERRA hold yet anot her of t heir weekly meetings.
"Business as usua ,
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Student Governm ent
by Linda Johnstone
SGA Secretary /Treasurer
The Student Government Association consists of the
Executive Board, Student Representative Board, Student
Finance Board, Student Court, Avion Newspaper, Phoenix Yearbook, and the Entertainment Committee.
The whole purpose of the SGA is to provide services to
the students. In 1989-90, the SGA involved the following: Collected pink Publix receipts in order to help
Osteen Elementary School children obtain a free computer. Submitted a recommendation to the University to
build a foot bridge over Clyde Morris Blvd. Sponsored
the Daytona Discount Card for only $1.00 per card.
Sponsored the first annual SGA flea market in the Student Center. Donated 13 new bicycles to needy children
at Christmas time through the " Pick and Angel" program. Held a "Christmas Tree Decorating" party at the
Halifax Convalescent Center and donated over $200
worth of Christmas ornaments and a revolving Christmas

tree stand. Continued to sponsor " Call a Ride and Live ·
All Representatives sat on University committees to gi~e
the students' point of view on University matters. SGA
members spoke at Freshman Orientation Classes to better
inform students about the SGA. Approved four new
clubs on campus: The Society of Commercial Aviation
Technicians, Society of Physics Students, Icelandic Club
and Grateful Dead Club. Donated approximately $2,750
to eleven clubs and organizations to help purchase equipment or pay convention expenses. Collected pop-tops
from soda cans to help pay for kidney dialysis for a
student's relative. Sponsored class ring sales. SGA continued to provide rental typewriters, VCRs, calculators,
movies and photocopies at a loss o SGA. Continued to
provide free coffee and tea in the SGA office. Continued
to provide free Notary Public service. As you can see, the
SGA not only provides students with services, but also
provides services to the community to enhance the image
of the student body.

. \ •/

Student Government Association Executive Board: Dean B eck Rob
.
Photo by Varden Studios
President Mary Heitger.
y
ertson, Secretary /Treasurer Linda Johnstone, Vice President Leroy Young,
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Photo by Varden Studios

The Student Representative Board of SGA:
Back Row: Robert Jalali, Dean Robertson, Chris Auger, John Cozen, Victor Lloyd, Raziq Ali. Second Row: Tanes Prasertphon,
John "Yeast Roll" Luke, Scott O'Brien, Mary Heitger, Leroy Young. Front Row: Tara Alexander, Linda Johnstone.

"

\
II

Photo by Bill Tac kett

The Student Finance Board of the SGA.
.
Front Row: Linda Johnstone, Amanda Ditchfield, Babette St eimer, Micael Henderlong. Back Row: Leroy Young Jose Nieves Tony

Del aura.
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DR EA M CHASERS
by Christine LoManto
Phoenix Editor-in-C hief
Despite the lack of participation, cooperation , and numerous setbacks that were encountered every day before
the finalization of the 1989-1990 Phoenix Yearbook, the
remaining, miniscule staff put together one hell of a
book.
Throughout the year, as we were trying to make deadlines, and grades, the walls of indifference we met
seemed to grow. Our intentions were to accurately illustrate the events that took place at Embry-Riddle throughout the year, and to the best of our ability, we did. The
lack of interest in a historical record of events was proven
by the response of only three of eight Greek Organizations, and eight of sixty-six clubs and organizations.
Even we, the Phoenix, had a tremendous problem es-

68
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tablishing and maintainin g a dependable staff, yet despite this, those who remained, about three members,
complete 112 pages of the book in approximately two
weeks. The long hours, at least 11 per day, including?
couple of late nights, did not sway the remaining members from their objective, the completion of the 1989-90
" Dream Chasers" Phoenix Yearbook.
The staff of the Phoenix exemplifies the theme of this
year's book, Dream Chasers. Throughou t the year, our
dream was to complete the " Book", and retain a small
level of sanity. We succeeded in doing both, because we
never gave up. When the odds were stacked against us.
we continued to persevere, not only because we had
responsibili ties, but because we made a committmen t to
completing an award winning record of events for Embry-Riddle. This is result of our hard work.

Left: Daren Wradislavsky talks with the Air Force
Academy 's Yearbook Editor during a party hosted
by ERAU and the Air Force Academy on the last
night of t he New Orleans Convention. Below:
Michael Gomm , Joe Cambron, Coreen Floyd,
Christine L oManto, and Greg Naccarato "assume
the position" in front of the New Orleans Hard
Rock Cafe. Below Left: Christine LoManto and
Coreen Floyd browse through the schedule of
lectures being offered at the National Collegiate
Press A ssociation Convention, held at the New
Orleans Marriot.
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In Memorium

Ring out the grief that saps th mind,
For those that here we can see no more;
Ring out the feud of rich and poor,
Ring in redress to all mankind.
Ring out false pride in place and blood.
The civic slander and the spite;
Ring in the love of truth and right,
Ring in the common love of good.
Ring in the valiant man and free,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand;
Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring in the Christ that is to be.
from "In Memorium A.H.H." by Alfred, Lord
Tennyson.
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A ssociated Press Photo

f' thwest Airlines pilots Joseph Salzar and Robert Kirchner (opposite page) leave Federal court Thursday, March 29, 1990, after their
irst appearance on charges of flying while drunk earlier in March on a flight from Fargo, N.D ., to the Twin Ci ties, M.N.
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N A TU R A L

Associate d Press Photo
QUAKE COLLAPS ES FREEWAY - Two people, lower right, comfort an injured motorist
last Octobe'r 18 after he was pulled from the
collapsed wreckage of the Cypress Freeway in Oakland, Calif. The double-de cker structure
crumpled in the earthquak e that struck
Northern California, killing more than 60 people, most of them caught inside the freeway.
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Associated Press Photo

iUGQ AFTERMATH - Sid Kalmas stands guard over his hotel in Christiansted, U.S. Virgin Islands last Sept. 20 after t he Caribbean
~ea was swept by Hurrican Hugo. The yacht in back ground was dumped there by Hugo, which proceeded to cause massive damage in
iouth Carolina when it hit the m ainland.
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FREE A

Asso c iated Press Pho'

President 'f. W . de K lerk announced Saturday in Capetown, South A fri ca that blac k leader N el so n M andela, show n here in 1958, will I>:
freed Sunday after 27 y ears in prison
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Associated Press Photo

· ACK POWER - Released ANC leade r Nelson Mandela and wife Winnie give the black power salute on entering Soweto's City Soccer
·'ad·ium, Tuesday. A crowd of an estimated 120,000 people crammed the venue to hear him speak.
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AZ ER B

Associated Press Photo
GRIEF IN AZERBAIJAN - A woman in the
Arme nian village of Azad in Azerbaijan grieves
over the ethnic violence that has ravaged her
land. Soviet troops sent to quell the v iolence
stand in the background.

GEOAGlA

S-0~ atmy vl\tts

ente' ~ city t'om
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Ba'<u milttary

a<A<)emy
Assoc iated Press Photo
Soviet t roops broke th rough blockades se t up by eth nic extremi st s in downtown Baku
early Saturday and killed at least seven people in street battles, a spokeswoman for a
militant Azerbaijani group said .
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AI/ AN

Associated Press Photo

oviet troops barri cade a street in Baku during the military c rackdown on ethnic violence in Aze rbaijan. A ttacks on troop s have
ontinued since soldiers stormed the capital, and two soldiers were killed, the offi cial T RSS news agency said.
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NICARAGUAN
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CERTIFIED VOTER national election.
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Nicaraguan President Daniel Orte

h
ff h. . k
.
Associated Press Photo
ga s ows o
is in -stained thumb which certifies he voted in Nicaragua's

ELECTIONS

Associated Press Photo

TOGETHER -

Nicaraguan Pres ident Daniel Ortega embracing opposition ca ndidate Violete Chamorro during a m eeting in Chom orro's

home. Ortega congratulated Cha m orro on h er election victory and the two spoke briefly.
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EX-DIS S

A ssociated Press Photo

SOLIDARITY - Solidari ty union leader Lec h Walesa appears on the stage of a Warsa w theater in
1980 under a large solidarity banner.
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I DENTS

President Vaclav Havel of Czechoslovakia (Ief t) along side Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev on
the fi rstAssociated
day of Press
the Photo
new
Czechoslovak president's visit to Moscow.

Associated Press Photo

Czechoslovakia's President Vaclav Havel (left) - on visit in Poland - and Polish Solidarity leader Adam Michnik in happy mood as they
Walk through Warsaw's Old Town. T heir long friendship dates form times when both were dissidents in their countries.
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Quality That Stands Alone.
Q,·er 100 ve:m
ago,
,,·hen r\Jolphus Bu~ch creareJ Budweiser, he had only one rule: ;-\ever
'
(Ompromi se on qualir,-.
Thar·~ ,,fo· \\·e ~ r ill hrew L)Ur beer wirh only rhe finesr hops and grains. AnJ rh a r·~ why
,,·e're no\\' rhc onk bre,rer \rho conrinues muse BeechwooJ aging co aid rhe narural carbon~nion of
ou r beer.
;\o orher hre,,·er has suc h a rraJirion of qualiry m live up ro. Bur rhcn, no ocher brewer
makes rhe King of Beer~ .
------------------------~Budweis

Sornebody Still Cares About Quality.

er.

Day ton a Bud wei ser®
, Inc .
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YOU HAVE
THOUSANDS OF
FRIENDS IN THE
AVIATION
INDUSTRY ... YOU JUST
HAVEN'T MET THEM
ALL YET.

Northeast Florida Alumni Chapter
President Ralph Wicklund, Class of
1973, recieves chapter charter from
President Ken Tallman.
Student Alumni Association mem bers
enjoy a visit to Space Camp in Titusville, Florida.
Carolina Area Alumni Chapter officers
pose with Piedmont Airlines' founder,
Tom Davis (center) at a dinner establishing a scholarship in Davis' name.
Tim Kirby '83, Paul Londry '83, Tom
Davis, Lou Nemeth '76 and Brian
Newhart '78.
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Major Dave Janik, class of 1975, flies
Thunderbird F-16 number seven as
part of his duties as team logistics
officer.

@
EMBRY-RIDDLE

AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY

ALUMNI RELATIONS
Daytona Beach. FL 32014 904 -239-6160
Toll Free: In Florida: 1-800-447-6818, Outside Florida: 1-800-643-0799
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Associated Press Photo
EVACUATION - The family of a Russian soldier stand ready for evacuati on from
the Azerbaijan capital of Baku. The city was reported to be
relatively calm after occasion al gunfire througho ut the night, accordin g to the Soviet
military comman der in Baku. One-hun dred people were
reported detained during the night, 68 of them for curfew violation.
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You~ Student Government Association

I

using your SGA fee.
The Association promotes the internal unity and welfare
of the students' community.
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE

THE AVION NEWSPAPER

BOARD

Your FREE student newspaper in.forms,
entertains, and provides a forum for
opinions for members of the
Embry-Riddle Daytona Beach Campus
community. students are encouraged
to participate and contribute to this
award-winning publication.

The governing, decision-making
body of the S.G.A. Thirteen
students represent each degree
program and sit on most University
committees. SRB conducts weekly open
meetings in which issues are voiced
and voted upon.

~
~
~

STUDENT COURT

THE PHOENIX YEARBOOK

The court consists of seven student
justices and one Chief Justice, elected
by the students. The Court meets weekly
to hear all student cases arising from
traffic violations, disputes between 2
or more students, and cases referred
to the Court by the Dean of students
Office.

This is your student annual; it
is student run and strives to chronicle
each year in photographs and stories.
Through the efforts of the staff,
the essence of each year is captured
and ready for the University community
to buy (at one-fourth the cost) and
keep those special memories. Get involved
in this special S.G.A. division.

STUDENT FINANCE BOARD

ENTERTAINMENT

The s. F. B. is the financial decisionmaking body of the S.G.A. The SFB must
approve all Divisional budgets each
semester, all purchases over $200, all
money requested from clubs and
organizations, and all requests from
Unallocated Funds and Restricted s. G. A.
Accounts.

The student staff of Entertainment
organizes and sponsors quality presentations
- concerts, movies, comedians, lecturers
and more, to the student body. Student
volunteers perform as stage crew, promoters,
security, and technicians; whatever is
needed. Consider Joining this special group.

.~
~

SGA EXECUTIVE OFFICE SERVICES

I

I

Typewriter/ VCR/ Calculator/ Movie Rentals
Free Coffee & Tea
Free Notary Service
Resource Test Files
Class Rinq Sales
"Call A Ride and Live"
Free TV in Land.inq Strip
Discount Cards
Low Cost Copy Machine Service

The SGA e x . p r e s s e s a. s t u d e n t v o t e on
Embry-Hlddle H o a r d o f T r u s t e e s .
un i.ve r~ i... t:y :_'lnd
YOtJR
Emb r y - R i_dd J_e i. s
reprP-sP.ntoti_on. .
i s YOUR
s.c;./\.
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ORMOND MARKETPLACE
120 N. NOVA RD., 673-2211
1 HOUR PHOTO & CAMERA SHOP

~<-A >~~:)~
••

"THI.£ DISCOUNT PILOT SUPPi_ Y STOHE"

1624 Aviatio11 Center Parkway
Suite 103
D.-ytona Beach, FL 32114

4'1

On Daytona Beach

PROTECTING PEOPLE AND PRESERVING ASSETS
THROUGH INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

Regional Airport
(904) 255-0881

WE ARE PLEASED TO PROVIDE THE ACCIDENT & HEALTH
INSURANCE FOR THE STUDENTS OF EMBRY-RIDDLE

P.O. Drawer 2412, Daytona Beach, Fl. 32115-1712
(904) 239-5710 1-800-323-4890
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WE PROVIDE
WORLDWIDE SERVICES!

TOLL FREE 1-800-334-7288
ORMOND BEACH
DAYTONA BEACH
Volu1I• Point Shopping Ctr.
110I Volu1I• Av• .. #302
D•ytona BHdl

Ormond BeKh Offlc•
I01 W. Gr•n8d• Blvd., ~
Ormond S.Kh

258-7774

673-2166
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DR EA M
Dr. Jeffrey Ledewltz, Mrs.
Cassidy, retired General
Duane Cassidy, Pre sident
Tallman, T rustee Austin 0 .
Combs, B.O.T. Sec ./ Treas.
Diane Thompson, and V.P.
Dr. Wiiiiam Motzel pose for a
group photo after the
gradutatlon ceremonies.

Photo courtesy of Beach Photo

Army 2nd Lieutenant Michael Stelzlg and Air Force
2nd Lieutenant Ste phen
Chafe receive the Challenger
Award, given to outstanding
cadets from eac h ROTC
graduating class, by Retired
General Duane Cassidy .

Photo courtesy of Beach Photo

Chancello r Award Winner,
Michael S t ephen Shaw,
smiles after recei ving hi s
special award.
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CHASERS
By Daren Wradislavsky
Phoenix Production Manager
Higbee Embry, co-founder of
our University , once wrote ,
"Thus, remembering a few of the
things of the past, giving ourselves a pat or two on the back,
and praising the fruits of a real
friendship, we start into a new
year which we know ~ill be
crammed full of history in aviation-packed with events and
progress that we can' t even imagine."
His immortal words can be
greatly applied to Embry-Riddle
during the 1989-1990 year; due to
the many new changes, events,
and mishaps which will leave it

changed forever.
During the past year,_ the Embry-Riddle Daytona Beach campus changed its face in many
ways. Through special grants and
donations, a new Airway Science
and Simulation Lab was constructed, a snack bar pavilion was
built near the Engineering ana
AMT buildings, and numerous
renovations were completed within the Student Center.
Complementing the physical
changes to the Embry-Riddle campus, were many changes within
the curriculum. The Administrative decision was announced regarding the deletion of two majors
from the Embry-Rddle catalog,
new courses were established to

offer a wider variety of electives,
and courses were merged within
the flight department.
A major change will also leave
the administratiion of ERAU in a
different state, as President Kenneth Tallman announced his
plans for retirement. Changes
were experienced within the faculty and staff through retirements,
deaths, and the hiring of new professors.
As Higbee Embry said, we must
remember the past, and compliment ourselves on the man y
changes we have instituted in order to make Embry-Riddle a better
university.
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Colophon
The 1989-90 Phoenix Yearbook, Volume
23 of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
w~s produced by a volunteer staff during the
time of September l , 1989, to May 14, 1990.
Production date was set for September 1990.
Printing: The Phoenix was printed by
Taylor Publishing Company in Da~las, Tx.
There are 192 pages printed on 9x12 1n. 100#
enamel paper. There is one 8 pag~, 4 color,
double gatefold printed on 9xl2 1n. paper.
The press run was 600. All type-setting ~nd
formatting was performed by te staff using
an IBM PCII, using the software package
available from TPC which included: Pagevision Plus and Typevision.
Cover: The cover, drawn by Daren Wradislavsky, was mounted on 150 point binder
board covered in blue 491 on twinkle textured material. The title and graphics are
embossed in a prism foil. The endsheets are
carnival endsheet blue with silver foil applied.
Typography: Body is set in 12 point Malibu.
Headline is set in 60 point Malibu bold italic.
Folio page number and subject is set in 10
point seville bold.
Graphics: Screens range from 10°10 to 100°10
brilliant purple, gray, super blue, and black.
Rule lines varied in size and color. All layout
concepts were designed and produced by
individual section coordinators.
Photography : Student portraits were taken
in the Student Center by Varden Studios of
New York. Some club photos were taken by
the same company. Photos in the Issues section were purchased from Associated Press.
The rest of the photos were by taken by the
Phoenix staff.
Expenses: The Phoenix, as a division of the
?tudent Government Association, is primarily funded by SGA fees. Individual copies
were P!e-sold to students for $15 and distributed for $18.50.
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